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We study the classical nonlinear dynamics and the quantum vibrational

energy eigenstates of the molecule HOCl. The classical vibrational dynamics,

at energies below the HO+Cl dissociation energy, contains several saddle-

center and period doubling bifurcations. The saddle-center bifurcations are

shown to be due to a 2:1, and at higher energies a 3:1, nonlinear resonance

between bend and stretch motions in various periodic orbits. The sequence of

bifurcations takes the system from nearly integrable at low energies to almost

completely chaotic at energies near the HO+Cl dissociation energy. At energies

above dissociation we study the chaotic scattering of the Cl atom o" the HO

dimer. This scattering is governed by a homoclinic tangle formed by the

stable and unstable manifolds of a parabolic periodic orbit at infinity. We

construct the first three segments of the homoclinic tangle in phase space and

use scattering functions to investigate its higher-order structure.
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For the quantum system we use a discrete variable representation to

e!ciently calculate the Hamiltonian matrix. We find 365 even and 357 odd

parity eigenstates with energies below the dissociation energy. By plotting

the eigenstates in configuration space we show that almost every quantum

eigenstate can be associated with one or more of the classical periodic orbits.

The classical bifurcations that give rise to new periodic orbits are manifest

quantum mechanically through the sudden appearance of new classes of eigen-

states. Despite the high degree of chaos in the classical dynamics at energies

near the dissociation energy most quantum eigenstates remain highly ordered

with recognizable nodal patterns.

We use R-matrix theory together with a discrete variable representa-

tion to calculate quasibound states with energies above the dissociation energy.

We find quasibound states with lifetimes ranging over 5 orders of magnitude.

Using configuration space plots and Husimi distributions we show that the

long-lived quasibound states are supported by unstable periodic orbits in the

classical dynamics and medium-lived quasibound states are spread through-

out the chaotic region of the classical phase space. Short-lived quasibound

states show some similarity to unstable periodic orbits that stretch along the

dissociation channel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The nonlinear dynamics that an atomic or molecular system exhibits

when treated classically can often serve as a template for understanding the

system’s quantum structure. For example, energy eigenstates of the quantum

system, when plotted in configuration space, often have their probability lo-

calized along periodic orbits of the classical system. If the classical system

undergoes bifurcations leading to the formation of new periodic orbits then

new classes of energy eigenstates can form in the quantum system [20], [23],

[43]. Alternatively, if chaos is present in the classical system this can cause

some of the energy eigenstates to have their probability spread throughout the

chaotic region of the classical phase space [5], [42] while other eigenstates may

remain localized around unstable periodic orbits [2].

The use of classical nonlinear dynamics for understanding the vibra-

tional energy eigenstates of small molecules has become increasingly popular

in recent years [12], [13], [22]. Due to the large di"erence in mass between elec-

trons and nuclei it is generally valid to assume that as the molecule vibrates

the electrons redistribute themselves fast enough to always be considered to be

their lowest energy configuration for any molecular geometry. In this approx-
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imation, known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [8], the vibrational

problem consists of nuclei treated as point masses moving through space sub-

ject to a potential energy which is determined a priori based on the Coulomb

interaction between electrons at each molecular geometry. Details on how

these potential energy functions are calculated can be found in [17].

At low energies, when the vibrations are small deviations from the

equilibrium configuration, the potential energy is approximately harmonic and

the vibrations can be accurately described by normal modes [46]. In this

energy regime each eigenstate can be labeled by a complete set of quantum

numbers - one for each normal mode. As we move to higher energies the

vibrations become larger and molecule begins to explore anharmonic regions of

the potential energy. This can lead to strong coupling between the vibrational

degrees of freedom and a significant deviation from normal mode motion. This

behavior is manifest quantum mechanically through curved eigenstates that

deviate from the normal mode directions. However, all is not lost! As the

eigenstates deviate from the normal mode directions they do so in such a way

that they follow the classical periodic orbits of the system. At low energies the

periodic orbits lie along the normal mode directions. At higher energies when

the periodic orbits begin to stray from the normal mode directions the quantum

eigenstates follow the periodic orbits. The correspondence between eigenstates

and periodic orbits is so strong that when an eigenstate and the classical

periodic orbits are plotted together in configuration space one can count the

number of nodes the eigenstate posses along each periodic orbit to assign
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approximate quantum numbers to the eigenstate. This process can be seen

in Fig. 1.1 which shows a series of energy eigenstates for the molecule HOBr

plotted alongside the molecule’s classical periodic orbits. The approximate

quantum numbers for each state, corresponding to the number of nodes along

each periodic orbit, are shown in parentheses. 1

The influence of classical periodic orbits on quantum eigenstates is par-

ticularly dramatic in molecules for which the classical dynamics contains bi-

furcations. Classical bifurcations that give rise to new periodic orbits can lead

to the sudden appearance of new classes of quantum eigenstates. The first

eigenstate in the second row of Fig. 1.1, which lies along periodic orbit [D], is

an example of a new class of eigenstate in the molecule HOBr. At low energies

the only periodic orbits present in HOBr are [(] and [R] and all low energy

eigenstates are aligned along these two periodic orbits. The sudden appearance

of eigenstates that extend far out along the OBr normal coordinate occurs at

nearly the same energy at which the classical dynamics of HOBr displays a

saddle-center bifurcation giving rise to periodic orbit [D] [22]. In Chapter 2 we

will examine several bifurcations that occur in the classical dynamics of the

molecule HOCl. In Chapter 4 we will illustrate how these bifurcations influence

the quantum eigenstates. HOCl is particularly instructive for these purposes

because the first bifurcation occurs at an energy that is more than half way

to the HO+Cl dissociation energy. HOCl thus o"ers a large energy range and

1We refer to approximate quantum numbers because these systems are generally non-
integrable and hence do not possess a complete set of exact quantum numbers.
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several energy eigenstates over which to examine the behavior leading up to

the bifurcation.

Theoretical studies of various molecules suggest that bifurcations in the

classical dynamics and the corresponding appearance of new classes of quan-

tum eigenstates is common to several triatomic molecules [9], [13], [19], [21] .

However, experimental confirmation of the sudden appearance of new classes

of quantum eigenstates is currently limited to the molecule HCP. At large

vibrational energies the classical dynamics of HCP displays a saddle-center

bifurcation which gives rise to a new stable periodic orbit which corresponds

to the hydrogen rotating over near the phosphorous side of the molecule. The

new quantum eigenstates that lie along this new periodic orbit are the vibra-

tional precursors to the isomerization of HCP into CPH. Because these new

eigenstates correspond to a highly bent molecule sampling a very anharmonic

region of the potential energy these states have much larger rotational con-

stants and larger anharmonic contributions to their energies than eigenstates

aligning with other periodic orbits. These characteristics can be clearly iden-

tified in the spectroscopic data for HCP [18], [19].

While understanding the classical dynamics has proven to be extremely

useful in understanding the structure of quantum eigenstates in bound molecules

much less attention has been paid to the influence of the classical dynamics

on the quasibound states of a molecule. A quasibound state refers to an en-

ergy eigenstate with an energy above the dissociation energy for which all of

the atoms in the molecule remain in close vicinity to each other for a finite

4



amount of time. Recent work on laser driven atomic systems has shown that

applying an external driving field to an atomic system can create new periodic

orbits at energies above the ionization energy. These new periodic orbits have

been associated quantum mechanically with long-lived quasibound states for

electrons [32]. Classical periodic orbits as well other structures in the classical

phase space such as homoclinic and heteroclinic tangles have also been shown

to influence quasibound states in electron waveguides [27]. As we will show in

Chapter 6 the classical dynamics of HOCl does indeed play a significant role

in determining the structure and lifetime of the quasibound states.

This work provides a complete classical and quantum mechanical de-

scription of the vibrational dynamics of the molecule HOCl. In Chapter 2

we derive the classical Hamiltonian for a two-dimensional model of HOCl and

use this Hamiltonian to identify several periodic orbits that exist in the clas-

sical dynamics. We examine the role of nonlinear resonances in generating

bifurcations and the role of bifurcations in introducing chaos into the classical

phase space. In Chapter 3 we examine the classical scattering dynamics of

the free Cl atom scattering o" the HO molecule. We construct the homoclinic

tangle that governs the scattering dynamics and illustrate how the structure

of the homoclinic tangle becomes embedded in all scattering functions. Chap-

ter 4 begins with a derivation of the quantum Hamiltonian operator for our

two-dimensional model of HOCl. We then use the Hamiltonian operator to

construct the energy eigenstates with energies below the HO+Cl dissociation

energy and illustrate how these eigenstates are related to the classical periodic

5



orbits of Chapter 2. In Chapter 5 we develop the reaction matrix formalism

necessary to investigate the HO+Cl quasibound states. In Chapter 6 we ex-

amine several quasibound states and show how the structures and lifetimes of

these states are related to periodic orbits in the classical dynamics. Finally,

we summarize our results and make some concluding remarks in Chapter 7.
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Figure 1.1: Several eigenstates for the molecule HOBr together with the clas-
sical periodic orbits that influence the eigenstates. The q3 and q2 axes are
the OBr length and H-Obr angle normal coordinates, respectively. (From Ref.
[22], Copyright (2005) by Wiley.)
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Chapter 2

Classical Vibrational Dynamics

In this chapter we examine the classical vibrational dynamics of the

HOCl molecule. We begin by deriving a two-dimensional model of HOCl in

which the HO bond length is held fixed. We then follow the evolution of

the periodic orbits of the system from low energies all the way up to the

HO+Cl dissociation energy. This evolution involves a number of bifurcations,

most notably a series of saddle-center bifurcations related to a 2:1 and, at

higher energies, a 3:1 nonlinear resonance between bend and stretch motions

[3]. These bifurcations take the system from nearly integrable at low energies

to almost completely chaotic at energies near the dissociation energy. These

bifurcations and the resulting spread of chaos throughout the classical phase

space are studied in great detail so that they may be used in Chapter 4 to

help us understand the quantum structure of HOCl.

2.1 Two-Dimensional Model of HOCl

HOCl consists of H, O and Cl atoms with masses mH , mO and mCl. The

HO bond is much sti"er than bonds between the other atoms and vibrations in

this degree of freedom are only weakly coupled to the other vibrational degrees

8



of freedom [20], [43]. Vibrations in the HO bond only become significant at

energies well above the HO+Cl dissociation energy when the HClO isomer

becomes energetically accessible. We focus on energies below and slightly

above the HO+Cl dissociation energy for which HOCl can be well described

by a model in which the HO bond length is held fixed at its equilibrium value.

We introduce lab coordinates (x", y", z") and body-fixed coordinates

(x, y, z) whose origin is the center-of-mass of the molecule. We consider the

case in which the total angular momentum of the molecule, Ltot, is zero. For

this case we can assume that all of the dynamics occurs in the (x", z") and

(x, z) planes. Any angular momentum vectors generated by internal rotations

of the molecule (such vectors must add to zero) will lie along the ŷ" and ŷ axes

in the lab and body-fixed frames, respectively. A sketch of HOCl relative to

the lab and body frames is shown in Fig. 2.1(a).

Let t1 be a vector of length R that connects the center-of-mass of HO

to Cl and t2 a vector of length r that connects H to O. The angle between

t1 and t2 is ! where ! = 0 for the linear configuration H-O-Cl. The center-

of-mass of the molecule lies along t1 a distance mdR/M from the Cl atom,

where md = mO + mH and M = mCl + mO + mH . Let r"Cl, r"H , and r"O

denote the displacement of Cl, H, and O atoms from the lab frame origin.

Let Rc.m. = (mClr"Cl + mOr"O + mHr"H)/M denote the displacement of the

9



center-of-mass of HOCl from the lab frame origin. Then,

r"Cl = Rc.m. +
md

M
t1, r"H = Rc.m. "

mCl

M
t1 "

mO

md
t2

r"O = Rc.m. "
mCl

M
t1 +

mH

md
t2. (2.1)

It is now straightforward to show that the kinetic energy is given by

K =
mCl

2
ṙ"2Cl +

mO

2
ṙ"2O +

mH

2
ṙ"2H =

M

2
Ṙ

2

c.m. +
mClmd

2M
ṫ
2
1 +

mHmO

2md
ṫ
2
2. (2.2)

We define the body-fixed axes such that t1 always lies along the body

ẑ-axis as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). We can then write t1 = Rẑ and t2 = rsin(!)x̂+

rcos(!)ẑ. The body frame (x, z) axes make an angle " with respect to the lab

frame (x", z") axes so that as the two frames rotate relative to one another the

angular velocity of rotation is "̇ŷ. Taking the HO bond length to be fixed at

its HOCl equilibrium value, r = r0 = 1.85 a0 [43] where a0 = 0.52917$10!10 m

is the Bohr radius, the time derivatives of vectors t1 and t2 become [15]

ṫ1 = Ṙẑ + "̇ŷ $ t1

ṫ2 = r0!̇ cos(!)x̂ " r0!̇ sin(!)ẑ + "̇ŷ $ t2. (2.3)

Substituting Eqs. (2.3) into Eq. (2.2) and assuming, without loss of generality,

that the center-of-mass is at rest we obtain

K =
µ1

2
(Ṙ2 + R2"̇2) +

µ2

2
(r2

0!̇
2 + 2r2

0!̇"̇ + r2
0"̇

2), (2.4)

where µ1 = mClmd/M = 595
52 u and µ2 = mHmO/md = 16

17u where u =

1.66054 $ 10!27 kg is the atomic mass unit.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Relationship between laboratory frame coordinates and Jacobi
vectors t1, t2, and !. (b) Body-fixed and laboratory axes di"er by an angle "
so that t1 always lies along the body z-axis. The ŷ and ŷ" axes coincide and
point into the page.

Introducing the canonical momenta pR = !T
!Ṙ

= µ1Ṙ, p" = !T
!"̇

=

µ2r2
0(!̇ + "̇) and p# = !T

!#̇
= µ2r2

0(!̇ + "̇) + µ1R2"̇, the kinetic energy takes

the form

K =
p2

R

2µ1
+

p2
"

2µ2r2
0

+
p2
"

2µ1R2
" p"p#

µ1R2
+

p2
#

2µ1R2
. (2.5)

The total angular momentum of the molecule is given by

Ltot %
!

i=H,O,Cl

r"i $ miṙ
"
i = µ1t1 $ ṫ1 + µ2t2 $ ṫ2 = p#ŷ. (2.6)

The condition Ltot = 0 thus requires that p# = 0. Note, however, that L1 =

µ1t1 $ ṫ1 = µ1R2"̇ŷ and L2 = µ2t2 $ ṫ2 = µ2r2
0(!̇ + "̇)ŷ need not be zero so

the Cl and HO can rotate relative to one another.
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With p# = 0 the Hamiltonian for HOCl can be written

H =
p2

R

2µ1
+

p2
"

2µ2r2
0

+
p2
"

2µ1R2
+ DeV (R, !) = E (2.7)

where V (R, !) is the potential energy of interaction between the atoms in the

HOCl molecule in the electronic ground state. The quantity De = 20, 312.3

cm!1 = 2.51841 eV= 4.03493$10!19 J is the dissociation energy of Cl from

the HO complex. We use a potential energy derived by Weiß et al. in [43]. The

Weiß potential is a three-dimensional potential energy that allows for variation

in the HO bond length. Setting the HO bond length equal to its equilibrium

value r0 the potential energy takes the form

V (RClO, RClH) =

"
1

2.51841

#
(2.51841 +

"
1

2

#
[1 + tanh(6 " RClO)]

$
7!

i=0

7!

j=0

bi,j [(1 " exp["0.8(RClO " 3.2)])i+1 " 1]

$ (1 " exp["0.1(RClH " 4.0)])j) (2.8)

where RClO and RClH are the distances between Cl and O and Cl and H,

respectively. These distances are measured in units of Bohr radii and are

related to R and ! by the triangle equations:

RClO =

$"
mH

md

#2

r2
0 + R2 " 2

"
mH

md

#
r0 R cos(!) (2.9)

and

RClH =

$"
mO

md

#2

r2
0 + R2 + 2

"
mO

md

#
r0 R cos(!). (2.10)

The coe!cients bi,j are given in Table 2.1. The potential energy minimum,

V = 0, occurs at (R̄ClO = 3.20957 a0, R̄ClH = 3.99748 a0). From Eqs. (2.9)
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and (2.10) this corresponds to R0 = 3.23201 a0 and !0 = 1.34660. A contour

plot of the potential energy is shown in Fig. 2.2. The potential resembles a

Morse potential in R and is a nearly harmonic double-well potential in ! as

illustrated in Figs. 2.3(a) and 2.3(b). The potential energy contains a saddle

point near (R, !) = (3.16 a0, 0) and a potential hill along ! = 0 that rises high

above the dissociation energy. These features can be seen in Fig. 2.3(c).

3 4 5 6 7
!3

!2

!1

0

1

2

3

R !a0"

"

Figure 2.2: Contour plot of the two-dimensional potential energy. Contour
spacing is 1, 400 cm!1 with the highest contour at 28, 000 cm!1.

Joyeux et al. studied the vibrational dynamics of HOCl using a simi-

larly derived two-dimensional potential energy in [23] starting with the three-
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"
!b" R # R0

!2 !1 0 1 2

"

!c" " # 0
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18000
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22000

24000

26000

R !a0"

D
eV
!cm!1

"

Figure 2.3: (a) One-dimensional cut through the potential energy along ! = !0.
(b) One-dimensional cut through the potential energy along R = R0. (c) One-
dimensional cut through the potential energy along ! = 0.

dimensional potential energy in [40]. Both potential energies are symmetric

about ! = 0, have a high wall at ! = ) and a saddle point and potential hill

along ! = 0. The potential barriers at ! = ) and ! = 0 play a significant role

in the classical scattering dynamics as we shall see in Chapter 3. The potential

energy saddle point in [23] occurs approximately 1,000 cm!1 lower in energy

than the saddle point in our surface. Small quantitative di"erences between

the potential energies such as this lead to some di"erences in the evolution of
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bound periodic orbits. These di"erences will be discussed as they arise.

HOCl also has an isomer, HClO, which is not included in either two-

dimensional potential energy. The isomerization barrier is approximately 5, 000

cm!1 above the HO+Cl dissociation energy [35]. For this reason the isomer

does not play any role in the bound or scattering dynamics we consider here.

We can write the Hamiltonian in dimensionless form if we write energies

in terms of De and lengths in terms of a0. Then H = DeH ", r0 = r"0a0,

R = R"a0, pR = !p"R/a0, p" = !p"" and t = !t"/De where ! = 1.05457 $ 10!34

J·s is Planck’s constant divided by 2). If we now drop the primes on the

dimensionless quantities we obtain

H =
1

2

%
p2

R

$2
R

+
p2
"

$2
"

+
p2
"

$2
RR2

&
+ V (R, !) (2.11)

where $2
R = µ1a2

0De

!2 = 1930.43 and $2
" = µ2

µ1
r2
0$

2
R = 543.44.

2.2 Bound Periodic Orbits

The vibrational dynamics of HOCl below dissociation can be divided

into two energy regimes: energies below the saddle point energy, 0 # E #

17, 010 cm!1, and energies between the saddle point energy and the dissoci-

ation energy, 17, 010 cm!1 # E # 20, 312 cm!1. We will discuss these two

regimes separately.
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Table 2.1: Coe!cients for the HOCl potential energy
j bj,0 bj,1 bj,2 bj,3

0 -1.08247E(-1) -1.45971E( 1) -1.54498E( 2) -6.85639E( 2)
1 5.29617E( 0) -9.05238E(-1) 1.60231E( 2) 2.87197E( 3)
2 -7.97769E(-1) 3.54588E( 0) -2.02327E( 2) 2.59771E( 2)
3 6.77553E(-1) 3.65210E( 1) -7.71768E( 2) -4.69590E( 3)
4 -1.94808E( 0) 5.52491E(-1) 9.98501E( 2) -9.97391E( 3)
5 -8.26970E(-1) -5.96464E( 1) 1.18547E( 3) 1.15942E( 4)
6 1.72804E( 0) -5.68401E( 0) -1.50514E( 3) 8.43773E( 3)
7 -1.49334E( 0) 4.00405E( 1) 1.66305E( 2) -7.87303E( 3)

j bj,4 bj,5 bj,6 bj,7

0 -1.27119E( 4) -1.32484E( 5) -5.33837E( 5) -7.76511E( 5)
1 1.01590E( 4) -1.41755E( 4) 3.34596E( 4) 5.09881E( 5)
2 4.47516E( 3) -9.60566E( 4) -5.47422E( 5) -5.91095E( 5)
3 1.03525E( 5) 7.47435E( 5) 1.41575E( 6) 1.16233E( 6)
4 -1.23790E( 5) -3.71698E( 5) -6.89122E( 5) -3.46593E( 5)
5 -1.02553E( 4) -5.72320E( 5) -5.10810E( 5) -1.31129E( 6)
6 1.40564E( 5) 5.48984E( 5) 1.07966E( 6) 6.00759E( 5)
7 -2.10729E( 4) -1.54580E( 5) -5.36741E( 5) 2.66176E( 5)

2.2.1 Below the Saddle Point

At energies below the saddle point energy the dynamics is largely inte-

grable in character. The angular motion of Cl about HO, which predominantly

involves the coordinate !, we call “bend” motion. This motion is close to har-

monic for the entire range of energies from the potential minimum to the saddle

point. The radial motion of Cl relative to HO, which predominantly involves

the coordinate R, we call “stretch” motion. This motion is anharmonic with a

frequency that decreases approximately linearly with energy for energies from
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E = 0 up to about E = 12, 000 cm!1 (all energies are measured relative to the

potential energy minimum).

Periodic orbits (POs) are located using a shooting method. Starting

at a point in phase space, x(0) = {R(0), !(0), pR(0), p"(0)}, this point is inte-

grated forward in time through a period T to find x(T ). If x(T ) " x(0) = 0

then x(0) is a point on a PO. If x(T ) " x(0) &= 0 then a Newton-Raphson

method is used to find a new value of x(0) to bring x(T ) " x(0) closer to

zero [12]. This method is described in detail in Appendix 1. Once a periodic

orbit is located we construct its Monodromy matrix (see Appendix 1) whose

eigenvalues and trace give information about the stability of the PO and its

bifurcations [10], [12], [29].

At very low energies, near the potential minimum, there exist two prin-

ciple periodic orbits corresponding to normal mode motion. The PO [R]

extends approximately parallel to the body ẑ-axis and consists primarily of

changes in R, the distance of the Cl atom from the HO center-of-mass. The

PO [B] consists primarily of rotation of Cl about the HO complex. At low

energies bend and stretch motions are only weakly coupled. As energy is in-

creased, [R] and [B] initially extend further along their original (normal mode)

directions as shown in Figs. 2.4(a)-(c). Because the potential is anharmonic

in R, the frequency of [R] decreases with increasing energy as shown in Fig.

2.5. Near E = 8, 000 cm!1 the frequency of [R] becomes equal to one-half

the frequency of [B]. This results in a 2:1 Fermi resonance between bend and

stretch motions for PO [R]. Once [R] tunes into resonance, bend and stretch
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motions become strongly coupled for this PO causing [R] to abandon its origi-

nal direction and take on an increasingly bent shape as energy is added to this

PO. This behavior can be clearly seen in Figs. 2.4(d)-(f). PO [B] does not

experience a Fermi resonance because the frequency of [B] is never an integer

multiple of the low-energy frequency of [R]. PO [B] thus continues to extend

farther along its original direction as its energy is increased.

#R$#B$ !a"

E # 2000 cm!1
0.0

1.0

2.0

"

!b"

E # 4000 cm!1

!c"

E # 6000 cm!1

!d"

E # 8000 cm!1

2.5 3.5 4.5
0.0

1.0

2.0

R

"

!e"

E # 10000 cm!1

2.5 3.5 4.5

R

!f "

E # 12000 cm!1

2.5 3.5 4.5

R

Figure 2.4: Evolution of periodic orbits [R] and [B] from low to moderate
energies. Frequencies of the bend and stretch motions in PO [R] tune into a
2:1 resonance starting around E = 8, 000 cm!1. This results in the increasingly
bent shape of [R] in (d)-(f).

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show Poincaré surfaces of section (SOS) of the
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$
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Figure 2.5: Bifurcation diagram showing frequency versus energy for principle
periodic orbits as well as stable POs born from bifurcations. The dashed line
for PO [B] represents 1

2#[B]. This is done to more clearly illustrate the 2:1
Fermi resonance between bend and stretch motions.

stretch and bend motions for several di"erent energies. The stretch SOS is

generated by plotting (R, pR) every time (! = !0, p" > 0). The bend SOS is

obtained by plotting (!, p") every time (R = R0, pR > 0). Figures 2.6(a) and

2.6(b) show SOSs for E = 6, 000 cm!1 in which [R] and [B] each produce a

single island in each SOS. At higher energies [R] produces a two island chain

in the stretch SOS as shown in Fig. 2.6(c). The appearance of the second

island is the result the bent shape that [R] acquires as it experiences the 2:1

Fermi resonance [Figs. 2.4(d)-(f)].

Just below E = 13, 900 cm!1 HOCl undergoes its first bifurcation. A
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Figure 2.6: Poincaré surfaces of section for (a),(b) E = 6, 000 cm!1 and (c),(d)
E = 14, 000 cm!1. Outer energy contours are calculated explicitly rather than
being generated by integrating a single trajectory.

pair of stable and unstable POs are born out of a saddle-center bifurcation

(sometimes referred to as a saddle-node bifurcation [29]). The stable PO

[D], shown in Fig. 2.8(a), is first born as a mixture of bend and stretch

motions similar to [R]. However, [D] quickly loses its bend character as its

energy increases, as seen in Fig. 2.8(b). [D] thus replaces [R] as the PO

representing almost pure stretch motion. We label this PO “D” because it

provides the dominant pathway leading to dissociation of Cl from the HO

complex. Figures 2.6(c) and 2.6(d) show that the saddle-center bifurcation

also leads to the first appearance of chaos on the scale of the SOS, as a thin
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Figure 2.7: Poincaré surfaces of section for (a),(b) E = 17, 020 cm!1 and
(c),(d) E = 20, 150 cm!1. Outer energy contours are calculated explicitly
rather than being generated by integrating a single trajectory.

layer develops around the separatrix associated with the unstable PO born at

the saddle-center bifurcation.

At around E = 14, 500 cm!1 PO [B] undergoes a period doubling bi-

furcation into [2B] taking on the inverted “V” shape shown in Fig. 2.8(b).

[2B] remains stable until just above the saddle point energy.

2.2.2 Saddle Point to Dissociation

Above E = 17, 000 cm!1 it becomes possible for trajectories to cross

over the potential energy saddle point at (R, !) = (3.16, 0) making the bend
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Figure 2.8: Stable POs at various energies. (a) Just after the first saddle-center
bifurcation giving rise to [D]. (b) Just after [B] undergoes a period doubling.
(c) Just above the saddle point energy at which [2B] period doubles into [4B].
(d) Shortly after the second and third saddle-center bifurcations giving rise to
[DD] and [DDb].

potential a double-well potential. The [2B] PO undergoes a period doubling

into [4B] as it crosses over the saddle point. PO [4B] executes a [2B] motion

in the (R0, !0) potential well followed by a [2B] motion in the identical well at

(R0,"!0). The ! > 0 portion of [4B] is shown in Fig. 2.8(c) with the ! < 0

portion being a reflection about the R axis. The separatrix associated with an

unstable PO sitting at the potential energy saddle point separates trajectories

that sample both potential wells and trajectories confined to a single well.
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The [B] family of period doublings leads to a significant portion of the SOS

becoming chaotic as shown in Figs. 2.7(a) and 2.7(b). As energy increases [4B]

quickly becomes unstable as it is engulfed in the chaotic sea. Period doublings

of the [B] family of POs occur at slightly lower energies in two-dimensional

model of HOCl studied by Joyeux et al. [23]. This is attributed primarily to

the lower energy saddle point in their potential energy.

PO [R] continues to increase its bend character as its energy increases

until undergoing a period doubling bifurcation into [2R] approximately 200 cm!1

below dissociation. The [2R] PO is shown in Fig. 2.8(d) and remains stable

up to the dissociation energy.

PO [D], which was born as a mixture of bend and stretch motions, loses

its bending character as its energy increases. Figures 2.8(b) and 2.8(c) show

[D] straightening out at higher energies, causing [D] to pierce the stretch SOS

only once in Fig. 2.7(a). [D] continues to stretch radially along the dissociation

channel until losing stability through a period doubling at approximately E =

19, 800 cm!1. The period-doubled [2D] orbit very quickly becomes unstable

as energy increases.

Just above E = 20, 000 cm!1 another saddle-center bifurcation, this

time associated with a 3:1 resonance between bend and stretch motions, gives

rise to a stable PO [DD]. Figure 2.8(d) shows that [DD] replaces [D] as the

farthest stretching PO governing the dissociation channel. As energy increases

[DD] continues to stretch farther along the dissociation channel until going

unstable approximately 100 cm!1 below the dissociation energy. As the energy
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E approaches the dissociation energy De the frequency of stretch motions goes

to zero. Bend and stretch motions thus pass through all n : 1 resonances as

HOCl approaches dissociation. This suggests a possible cascade of saddle-

center bifurcations. However, we are unable to identify any further saddle-

center bifurcations within the chaotic sea. The SOSs in Figs. 2.7(c) and

2.7(d) show that the phase space is almost entirely chaotic at energies near

the dissociation energy.

The [B], [R] and [D] families of POs are not the only POs present in

HOCl. A saddle-center bifurcation near E = 19, 650 cm!1 gives birth to a sta-

ble PO [DDb] shown in Fig. 2.8(d). [DDb] remains stable up to approximately

100 cm!1 below dissociation. While [DDb] is not present in [23], Figs. 2.7(c)

and 2.7(d) show that [DDb] has a noticeable presence in the classical phase

space and as we will see in Chapter 4, [DDb] does support several energy eigen-

states in our model of HOCl. There is also a second saddle-center bifurcation

occurring at nearly the same energy and same position in phase space as the

[DDb] bifurcation. However, the stable PO born at this bifurcation becomes

unstable very quickly as energy is increased and does not influence any of the

quantum eigenstates.

We close this chapter with a brief discussion of one final bifurcation.

Before undergoing a period doubling PO [D] is involved in a touch-and-go

bifurcation [29]. The touch-and-go bifurcation, illustrated in Fig. 2.9, is actu-

ally a series of events that occur within a narrow energy range. Figure 2.9(a)

shows PO [D] surrounded by a small island of stability with three elongated
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“prongs”. As energy increases the prongs start to pinch o" from the center

of the island. Eventually the prongs become completely disconnected from

the center of the island giving rise to a stable period-three PO [D3] and an

unstable orbit [D#
3]. This stage of the bifurcation is shown in Fig. 2.9(b).

The stable [D3] PO is shown in Fig. 2.10. As energy is further increased the

unstable PO [D#
3] closes in on PO [D] shrinking the stable island surrounding

[D]. [D#
3] eventually passes through [D] reversing the orientation of the stable

island surrounding [D]. Figure 2.9(c) shows the stable island surrounding [D]

pointing towards pR = 0 as opposed to away from pR = 0 as it did in Fig.

2.9(a). The stable PO [D3] goes unstable as [D#
3] passes through [D]. The entire

touch-and-go process occurs over an energy range of approximately 30 cm!1.
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Figure 2.9: Successive stages of the touch-and-go bifurcation. (a) E = 17, 720
cm!1, stable island surrounding to PO [D]. (b) E = 17, 730 cm!1, central island
surrounds PO [D], three outer islands surround PO [D3]. (c) E = 17, 780 cm!1,
unstable PO [D#

3] has passed through [D] leaving the stable island surrounding
[D] with the opposite orientation as that shown in (a).
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Figure 2.10: Stable PO [D3] just after being born from the touch-and-go bi-
furcation.
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Chapter 3

Classical Scattering Dynamics

For energies above the HO+Cl dissociation energy the chlorine atom

is no longer bound to the HO dimer and can escape to R = !. For these

energies the classical dynamics involves the chaotic scattering of Cl o" the

HO complex. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a typical scattering trajectory.

The Cl atom, incident from the asymptotic region, enters the potential well at

negative ! and becomes caught in the potential for an extended period of time.

The trajectory passes between the potential wells at positive and negative !

several times before eventually returning to the asymptotic region.

The dynamics of the scattering process is governed by a homoclinic

tangle formed by the stable and unstable manifolds of a parabolic periodic or-

bit at R = ! [3]. As R ' !, V (R, !) ' De and the Hamiltonian approaches

H$ =
p2

R
2µ1

+
p2

!

2µ2r2
0

+ De. It is easy to see that H$ has a periodic orbit at

pR = 0 with period T = 2)µ2r2
0/p". In this chapter we examine the stable and

unstable manifolds of this periodic orbit and show how these manifolds deter-

mine the dynamics for all scattering trajectories. We begin by constructing

the stable and unstable manifolds in phase space. Once the manifolds become

too complicated to be adequately resolved in phase space plots we examine the
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Figure 3.1: A typical scattering trajectory in which the Cl atom passes chaoti-
cally between both potential wells several times before returning to the asymp-
totic region.

time delay and angular momentum scattering functions to extract additional

information about the structure of the manifolds.

3.1 Homoclinic Tangle

The stable (unstable) manifold of the PO at R = ! separates tra-

jectories that approach R = ! monotonically as they are integrated forward

(backward) in time from trajectories that exhibit one or more turning points.

This defining characteristic is used to locate the zeroth-order tendrils of the

stable and unstable manifolds. Starting at R = 8 in the stretch SOS we seek

the initial value of pR for which the trajectory, when integrated forward in

time, approaches (R = !, pR = 0). Trajectories with pR lying above the

stable manifold will reach R = ! with a non-zero momentum as shown in
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Fig. 3.2(a). Trajectories with pR lying below the stable manifold will ex-

hibit one or more turning points before reaching R = ! as shown in Fig.

3.2(b). A trajectory that is exactly on the stable manifold will monotonically

approach R = ! as its momentum monotonically approaches pR = 0. Figure

3.2(c) shows a trajectory that lies extremely close to the zeroth-order tendril

of the stable manifold. This procedure is used to locate four or five closely

spaced points on the zeroth-order stable tendril which we can then interpolate

between to construct the full tendril. Trajectories lying on the zeroth-order

stable tendril are then integrated backward in time to find each trajectory’s

successive intersections with the SOS. Each successive intersection forms the

next higher-order tendril of the stable manifold. The unstable manifold is

constructed analogously.

We add the additional intersection condition (! = "!0, p" < 0) to the

stretch SOS when constructing the stable and unstable manifolds. Plotting

(R, pR) any time ! crosses ±!0 with p" ! 0 allows us to see the dynamics in

both potential wells in a single plot. It is often convenient to choose the SOS

to be along a symmetry line of the potential energy so that the stable and

unstable manifolds are symmetric about pR = 0. In HOCl the potential hill

at ! = 0 rises high above the dissociation energy. Thus, while the stable and

unstable manifolds would be symmetric in a ! = 0 SOS they would also be

discontinuous in the region of the potential hill. For this reason we choose the

! = ±!0 SOS despite its lack of symmetry.

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the stable and unstable manifolds, re-
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Figure 3.2: Scattering trajectories starting at R = 8 and integrated forward
in time. (a) pR(t = 0) = 3.25; This trajectory lies above the stable manifold
in the stretch SOS. (b) pR(t = 0) = 3.5; This trajectory lies below the stable
manifold. (c) pR(t = 0) = 3.385693; This trajectory lies very nearly on the
stable manifold.

spectively, which form the homoclinic tangle, in the stretch SOS at E =

21, 000 cm!1. This energy is approximately 700 cm!1 above the dissocia-

tion energy and is within the energy range for which quantum mechanical

calculations of quasibound states have previously been performed [16], [43].

The zeroth-order stable (ts0) and unstable (tu0) tendrils are shown in black.

Trajectories lying on the zeroth-order stable (unstable) tendril are integrated

backward (forward) in time to find each trajectory’s next intersection with the

SOS to produce the first-order tendril ts1 (tu1) shown in blue. Continuing in this

way we obtain the second-order tendrils ts2 and tu2 shown in red. Already at

second order the stable and unstable manifolds display a great deal of struc-

ture. Figure 3.4(a) shows an enlargement of the boxed region in Fig. 3.3(a).
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A further enlargement in Fig. 3.4(c) shows the central structure of Fig. 3.4(a)

repeated in what at first appears to be a single line. The first- and second-

order tendrils stretch into the asymptotic region with both tendrils exhibiting

multiple folds. Figure 3.5 illustrates this behavior schematically showing an

exaggerated sketch of the first-order stable tendril winding back and forth be-

tween the asymptotic region and smaller R values. This winding is due to the

potential wall at ! = ) and the potential hill at ! = 0. As the stable and

unstable manifolds evolve towards smaller R values they are repeatedly de-

flected by collisions with these potential barriers. These deflections dominate

the structure of the homoclinic tangle. Similar behavior has been observed in

coupled Morse and harmonic oscillators [47] and for an electron scattering o"

a magnetic dipole [37].

Beyond second-order the tendrils become too complicated and too closely

spaced to be adequately resolved in a SOS. In Fig. 3.6 we show 2,000 trajec-

tories, initially lying on the zeroth-order stable tendril, that are integrated

backward in time through approximately 20 intersections with the SOS. Al-

though none of the detailed structure of the stable manifold can be resolved,

Fig. 3.6 shows that the homoclinic tangle densely fills the majority of the

energetically accessible phase space except for a small island of stability near

(R, pR) = (3.26,"14.55). The stable PO at the center of this island, [B0],

shown in Fig. 3.7(a), represents chlorine oscillating back and forth across the

potential energy saddle point between the two potential wells at positive and

negative values of !. [B0] arises from a saddle-center bifurcation just below the
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Figure 3.3: (a) Stable and (b) unstable manifolds of the PO at (R = !, pR =
0) that form the homoclinc tangle at E = 21, 000 cm!1. Zeroth-, first-, and
second-order tendrils, denoted t0, t1 and t2 are shown in black, blue and red,
respectively. Figures (a) and (b) are composed of approximately 60,000 indi-
vidual trajectories each.

dissociation energy and exists for all energies up to above E = 25, 000 cm!1.

For E = 21, 000 cm!1 the area of the stable region surrounding [B0] is ap-
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Figure 3.4: (a) Enlargement of the boxed region in Fig. 3.3(a). (b) Enlarge-
ment of the box labeled “b” in (a) showing that what appears to be a single
line is actually a pair of very closely spaced lines. An enlargement of the far
right-hand line would show it to be a pair of closely spaced lines as well. (c)
Enlargement of the box labeled “c” in (a) showing the central structure of (a)
repeated on a smaller scale. (d) Enlargement of the box labeled “d” in (c)

proximately two times Planck’s constant in the stretch SOS (Fig. 3.7(b)) and

approximately one and a half times Planck’s constant in the bend SOS (Fig.

3.7(c)). The stable region surrounding [B0] thus occupies a volume of phase

space large enough to support a quantum eigenstate [36]. However, as we

will show in Chapter 6, [B0] plays only a small role in supporting long-lived

quasibound states.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the first-order stable tendril showing its multiple folds
as it winds back and forth between the asymptotic region and the zeroth-order
unstable tendril. Multiple folds are observed for all energies for which the 2D
model of HOCl is valid. Arrows indicated the direction the tendrils evolve
when integrated forward in time.

3.2 Scattering Functions

Probing the structure of the homoclinic tangle beyond second order

requires the use of scattering functions. We examine two important examples

of scattering functions: time delay and the asymptotic HO angular momentum.

The time delay, $T , is the amount of time the incoming chlorine atom spends

“caught” in the homoclinic tangle before returning to the asymptotic region.

We define $T as

$T = T " µ1(Rin " 8)

|pR,in|
" µ1(Rout " 8)

|pR,out|
, (3.1)
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Figure 3.6: SOS produced by integrating 2,000 trajectories initially lying on
the zeroth-order stable tendril backward in time through several intersections
with the SOS. The large chaotic region filled by these trajectories indicates that
the homoclinic tangle densely fills the majority of the energetically accessible
phase space except for a small region of stability surrounding PO [B0] at
(R = 3.26, pR = "14.55).

where T is the time for the chlorine atom to approach from the asymptotic

region, scatter, and return to the asymptotic region. We are interested only

in the time spent interacting with the potential. We thus subtract the times

spent traversing the asymptotic region. Defining the asymptotic region as

R > 8 these times are given by µ1(Rin!8)
|pR,in| and µ1(Rout!8)

|pR,out| where pR,in and pR,out

are the values of pR when R crosses Rin and Rout (defined below). The asymp-

totic HO angular momentum is the angular momentum of the HO dimer after

the chlorine atom has scattered and returned to the asymptotic region. The

angular momentum of HO relative to its center-of-mass is given simply by
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Figure 3.7: (a) PO [B0] at the center of the stable island in Fig. 3.6. (b)
Enlargement of the stable island surrounding [B0] in the stretch SOS. (c) The
stable island surrounding [B0] in the bend SOS.

LHO = p"ŷ.

We follow 5,000 scattering trajectories each with Rin = Rout = 12,

pR,in = "2, p" = 5.9726 and a range of ! values specified below. These

initial conditions correspond to scattering trajectories starting just below the

unstable manifold each with E = 21, 000 cm!1. Each initial condition can be

uniquely labeled by its reduced phase, %, given by [24]

% = ! " Rp"µ1

pRr2
0µ2

= ! " R

pR
µ1#, (3.2)
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where # % !H!
!p!

. The reduced phase is the phase di"erence between motion

in the ! and R directions. Because energy, pR, p" and % are all conserved

quantities under the asymptotic Hamiltonian, H$, the structure of time delay

and asymptotic HO angular momentum plots is independent of the choice of

Rin and Rout as long as they both lie in the asymptotic region.

The reduced phases % and %+ 2) both describe the same initial condi-

tion. Time delay and HO angular momentum are thus functions of % mod 2).

We focus on a narrow range of % corresponding to "1.73165 # ! # "1.73036

for which the scattering trajectories, when integrated forward in time, cut

completely across a bundle of stable tendrils as shown in Fig. 3.9(b). Figure

3.8 shows the time delay and the asymptotic HO angular momentum for these

trajectories. For certain ranges of reduced phase, both $T and LHO vary con-

tinuously while for other ranges both vary erratically. The erratic behavior

of scattering functions is a signature of chaotic scattering [33]. Both $T and

LHO contain singularities at values of % for which the incoming trajectory in-

tersects the stable manifold. These “singular” trajectories become caught in

the homoclinic tangle forever, having an infinite time delay and an undefined

asymptotic HO angular momentum because the trajectory never returns to

the asymptotic region. The scattering trajectories approach the zeroth-order

unstable tendril as they are integrated forward in time. The singularities in

plots of $T and LHO thus have the same structure as the set of intersections

between tu
0 and the stable manifold. These singularities form a fractal set with

measure zero.
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The structure of the homoclinic tangle can be further characterized by

the gaps formed by intersections of tendrils of the stable manifold with the

zeroth-order unstable tendril. An nth-order stable gap, sometimes referred to

as a lobe or turnstile, is the phase space area enclosed by the nth-order sta-

ble tendril and the zeroth-order unstable tendril. A scattering trajectory that

intersects the SOS inside an nth-order stable gap, when integrated forward in

time, will have its next intersection with the SOS inside an (n"1)th-order sta-

ble gap [44]. Scattering trajectories progress from gap to gap until intersecting

the SOS inside the first-order stable gap after which the the trajectory will in-

tersect the SOS above the zeroth-order stable tendril signaling the trajectory’s

return towards the asymptotic region. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.9.

The scattering dynamics of the chlorine atom is thus completely determined

by the gap structured formed by the stable manifold. This structure is most

easily investigated by constructing a step number for a collection of scatter-

ing trajectories. The step number counts the number of times a trajectory

intersects the SOS in between the trajectory’s last intersection below tu0 and

its first intersection above ts0. The scattering trajectory in Fig. 3.9 thus has a

step number of 3.

Figure 3.10(a) shows step number as a function of reduced phase for

our 5,000 scattering trajectories (line L in Fig. 3.9(b)). Because a trajectory

moves from an nth-order stable gap to a (n " 1)th-order stable gap on each

successive intersection with the SOS a trajectory with step number = n must

lie inside an (n+1)th-order stable gap in Fig. 3.4(c). Higher-order steps in Fig.
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3.10(a) reveal gaps formed by higher-order tendrils which cannot be resolved

in the SOS. The time delay from Fig. 3.8(a) is repeated in Fig. 3.10(b) to

facilitate comparison between step number and time delay. Viewed next to

each other we see that every continuous region in time delay corresponds to a

given step in step number. Using step number, any continuous region in time

delay (or any other scattering function) can be labeled by what order gap the

trajectories lie in just before crossing zeroth-order unstable tendril. Examining

ever smaller ranges of % with ever higher resolution will reveal smaller regions

of continuity corresponding to smaller gaps ad infinitum.

3.3 Symmetric Scattering

We return to the importance of the potential barriers at ! = ) and

! = 0 by considering which potential well, ! = +!0 or ! = "!0, scattering

trajectories first enter. Because Ltot % 0 the HO complex will rotate if the

chlorine approaches with a non-zero impact parameter (non-zero angular mo-

mentum). If the incoming chlorine meets the HO complex end on, near ! = )

or ! = 0, the chlorine can either be completely reflected or it can scatter o"

one or both potential barriers before entering a potential well. For each scat-

tering trajectory we plot ! when the trajectory first crosses R = 3.75. The

resulting Fig. 3.11 shows a fractal structure which is symmetric about the

center with ! ' "!. This symmetry can be easily understood by looking

at a pair of symmetric trajectories. Figures 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) show a pair

of trajectories indicated by arrows in Fig. 3.11. Initially the trajectories are
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almost identical. However, upon collision with the ! = 0 potential barrier

one trajectory is deflected upwards and the other downwards. Because the

potential energy is symmetric about ! = 0 the trajectories continue to evolve

identically di"ering only in the sign of !. The scattering trajectory exactly

in the center of Fig. 3.11 (the midpoint of line L in Fig. 3.9(b)) is reflected

from the ! = 0 barrier parallel to the R axis as shown in Fig. 3.12(c). Other

than the central trajectory all other scattering trajectories occur in symmetric

pairs. This pairing of trajectories, resulting from symmetric deflections from

the potential barriers at ! = ) and ! = 0 is responsible for the symmetry of

Figs. 3.8, 3.10 and 3.11.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Time delay and (b) asymptotic HO angular momentum for
5,000 scattering trajectories comprising line L in Fig. 3.9(b). Regions of
continuity in $T and LHO occur at the same intervals of % indicating that
every scattering function contains the same fractal structure corresponding
to the set of intersections between the stable manifold and the zeroth-order
unstable tendril.
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Figure 3.11: The value of ! when each scattering trajectory first crosses R =
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"0.09965 and % = "0.09915 correspond to trajectories in first- and second-
order gaps, respectively, all of which are completely reflected by the potential
barrier at ! = 0 and never enter either potential well. Arrows indicate the pair
of symmetric trajectories shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Pair of symmetric trajectories (one solid, one dashed) indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 3.11. (b) Same as (a) showing trajectories only just
before and just after they collide with the ! = 0 potential barrier. The solid
and dashed trajectories, indistinguishable as they approach the potential bar-
rier, are deflected symmetrically from the potential barrier. (c) The scattering
trajectory at the center of Fig. 3.11 is deflected from the potential barrier
parallel to the R axis.
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Chapter 4

Bound Quantum Eigenstates

Having thoroughly examined the classical dynamics of HOCl we now

turn our attention to its quantum structure. We have calculated and examined

all of the energy eigenstates of HOCl with energies below the HO+Cl dissoci-

ation energy. Several signatures of the classical dynamics can be identified in

the structure of the quantum eigenstates. We will show that almost every pe-

riodic orbit examined in Chapter 2 is represented in the structure of quantum

eigenstates and that almost every quantum eigenstate can be associated with

one or more of these periodic orbits.

We begin this chapter by deriving the quantum mechanical Hamilto-

nian operator. We then outline the Discrete Variable Representation method

of calculating the Hamiltonian matrix. An accurate Hamiltonian matrix for

HOCl consists of tens of millions of matrix elements. The Discrete Variable

Representation provides an e!cient means of calculating large numbers of ma-

trix elements. With the necessary numerical tools in hand we then calculate

the bound energy eigenstates of HOCl and illustrate how the classical periodic

orbits of Chapter 2 influence the structure of these eigenstates.
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4.1 The Hamiltonian Operator

The kinetic energy operator can be written in terms of vectors t1, from

the center-of-mass of the HO dimer to Cl, and t2, from H to O, (see Fig. 2.1)

as

K̂ = "!2

2

!

i=H,O,Cl

1

mi
(2

i = "!2

2
(

1

M
(2

Rc.m.
+

1

µ1
(2

t1 +
1

µ2
(2

t2) (4.1)

where M = mH + mO + mCl, µ1 = mCl(mH+mO)
M , µ2 = mHmO

M , and Rc.m. is the

displacement of the HOCl center-of-mass in the lab frame.

We assume, without loss of generality, that the center-of-mass is at

rest and introduce Jacobi coordinates: R, the length of t1; r0, the length

of t2; and !, the angle between t1 and t2. We denote the body frame (lab

frame) coordinates as (x, y, z) ((x", y", z")). We assume that the total angular

momentum vector lies along the body ŷ-axis and that the body ŷ and the lab

ŷ" axes coincide. We also assume that the motion of HO and Cl is confined

to the (x, z) plane and that t1 always lies along the ẑ-axis making an angle "

with the ẑ"-axis in the lab frame as shown in Fig. 2.1. The Jacobi coordinates

and the angle " can then be written in terms of t1 and t2 as follows

R =
'

t21x + t21z , r0 =
'

t22x + t22z

! = cos !1
( t2z)

t22x + t22z

*
" ", " = cos !1

( t1z)
t21x + t21z

*
. (4.2)

Inverting these equations and holding r0 constant the kinetic energy operator
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can be rewritten as

K̂ = "!2

2

( 1

µ1
(
*2

*R2
+

1

R

*

*R
)" 2

µ1R2

*

*!

*

*"
+

1

µ1R2

*2

*"2
+ (

1

µ1R2
+

1

µ2r2
0

)
*2

*!2

*
.

(4.3)

Following the same procedure as above the total angular momentum

can be written as Ltot = i! !
!# ŷ. We now further restrict our analysis to

motion in which the total angular momentum is zero. This requires that

the wavefunction be independent of " and the two-dimensional Hamiltonian

operator for HOCl becomes

Ĥ = "!2

2

( 1

µ1
(
*2

*R2
+

1

R

*

*R
) + (

1

µ1R2
+

1

µ2r2
0

)
*2

*!2

*
+ DeV (R, !) (4.4)

where V (R, !) is the potential energy of interaction between the atoms. The

Hamiltonian operator can be written in dimensionless form using the dimen-

sionless variables introduced in Sec. 2.1 as

Ĥ = "1

2

( 1

$2
R

(
*2

*R2
+

1

R

*

*R
) + (

1

$2
RR2

+
1

$2
"

)
*2

*!2

*
+ V (R, !). (4.5)

4.2 The Discrete Variable Representation

Energy eigenstates are obtained by using a Discrete Variable Represen-

tation (DVR) of the Hamiltonian matrix. This method uses a spatially local-

ized basis set in which the potential energy matrix is diagonal. We start by

defining a one-dimensional primitive basis in R consisting of 320 Sine functions,

+R,n(R) =
'

2
R "R sin

(n(R!Rmin)$
"R

*
, where $R = Rmax "Rmin with Rmax = 10

and Rmin = 2. This primitive basis is used to solve the one-dimensional eigen-

problem [" !2

2µ1
( !2

!R2 + 1
R

!
!R)+V (R, !0)]&R,n(R) = ER,n&R,n(R). The coordinate
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matrix R, with matrix elements (R)m,n =
+ Rmax

Rmin
&R,mR&R,n R dR, is then di-

agonalized and its eigenvectors are used to build an unitary matrix TR. The

matrix TR transforms the eigenbasis, &R,n(R), to a DVR basis, &̃R,n(R), ac-

cording to &̃R(R) = TT
R&R(R) where TT

R is the transpose of matrix TR [11].

The DVR basis function &̃R,n(R) is localized around Rn, nth eigenvalue of R,

as shown in Fig. 4.1. Using the one-dimensional eigenstates, &R,n, to build the

DVR basis produces a DVR basis that is optimized for our potential energy

function. We thus achieve the same accuracy using 130 optimized DVR basis

functions as we would using 320 DVR basis functions built from the original

+R,n states.

2 4 6 8 10
!1

0

1

2

3

4

R !a0"

'(
10
!R"

Figure 4.1: The 10th DVR basis function in R, &R,10(R). The basis function
peaks at R = 3.0102 which is very close to the 10th eigenvalue of the R matrix,
R10 = 3.0103.

For the angle basis we note that the potential energy is symmetric

about ! = 0. This allows us to separate states of even and odd parity. For odd
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states we use a primitive basis of 60 Sine functions, +",n(!) =
'

2
$ sin(n!). For

even states we use 61 Cosine functions, +",n(!) =
'

1
$ if n = 0 and

'
2
$ cos(n!)

otherwise. While there is no coordinate operator for ! as there is for R we can

still define a matrix with elements (!)m,n =
+ $

0 +",m!+",n d! to determine our

DVR basis. The ! matrix is diagonalized to obtain an unitary matrix T! that

transforms between the primitive basis, +",n(!), and the DVR basis, +̃",n(!),

which is localized around the eigenvalues of ! which span 0 # ! # ). The

Hamiltonian is symmetric about ! = 0 which allows us to confine our attention

to the upper half-plane in ! when seeking energy eigenstates.

The DVR basis we obtain from our primitive basis in ! yields better

results at high energies than when we try to obtain a potential-optimized DVR

basis in !. This is due to the large potential hill that exists at large values

of ! and small values of R. A DVR basis built from eigenstates of the one-

dimensional eigenproblem "!2

2 ( 1
µ1R2

0
+ 1

µ2r2
0
) !2

!"2 + V (R0, !) would only span a

small range of ! due to this potential hill. However, in the full two-dimensional

Hamiltonian there exist eigenstates that stretch past the potential hill in R

and then curve up towards ! = ). A DVR basis built from the primitive +",n

states spans the entire 0 # ! # ) range allowing us to more accurately resolve

these eigenstates.

The full two-dimensional HOCl Hamiltonian is evaluated in three stages.

First, the kinetic energy matrix is built in a direct product basis of &R,n(R)

and +",n(!). The potential energy matrix is then built in a direct product

DVR basis of &̃R,n(R) and +̃",n(!). The evaluation of the potential energy
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matrix in the direct product DVR basis is simplified due to the localized na-

ture of the basis states. Basis states &̃R,m(R) and &̃R,n(R) satisfy the relation
+ Rmax

Rmin
&̃R,mR&̃R,n R dR = Rm$m,n. As the number of basis states used in-

creases the product of &̃R,m(R) and &̃R,n(R) approaches a Dirac delta function,

&̃R,m(R) · &̃R,n(R) ' %(R!Rm)
R $m,n. A similar relation holds for the DVR basis

in !. The potential energy matrix elements in the direct product DVR basis

can thus be approximated by )&̃R,i+̃",m|V (R, !)|&̃R,j+̃",n* + V (Ri, !m)$i,j$m,n.

Constructing the potential energy matrix in the DVR basis reduces to evaluat-

ing the potential energy at a series of grid points corresponding to eigenvalues

of the R and ! matrices! Once the potential energy matrix is obtained in

the direct product DVR basis it is transformed to the &R,n(R)
,
+",n(!) basis

using an unitary matrix T = TR

,
T! [38] and added to the kinetic energy

matrix. We thus obtain the full Hamiltonian matrix in the &R,n(R)
,
+",n(!)

basis which we can then diagonalize to find the energy eigenstates.

Using 130 basis functions in R and 60 (or 61) basis functions in !

produces a Hamiltonian matrix that is slightly smaller than 8, 000 $ 8, 000.

This size is small enough to be diagonalized on a personal computer using

Mathematica in under an hour.

4.3 Bound States

We find 357 odd eigenstates and 365 even eigenstates with energies

below the classical dissociation energy, De = 20,312.3 cm!1. In this section

we relate the structure of these eigenstates to the classical periodic orbits
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(POs) that exist at similar energies. To facilitate comparison with the classical

dynamics all energies in this chapter and in Chapter 6 will be given relative

to the potential energy minimum.

At low energies the system is largely integrable and the eigenstates

can be assigned approximate quantum numbers nR and nB representing the

number of nodes the eigenstate has along POs [R] and [B], respectively. The

approximate Fermi resonance between bending and stretching motions makes

nB + 2nR. Low energy eigenstates can thus be arranged into polyads, groups

of states that share the same polyad number P = nR + 2nB and thus have

similar energies. Figure 4.2 shows the five eigenstates belonging to the P = 8

polyad 1. The lowest energy eigenstate in the polyad has P/2 nodes arranged

along PO [B]. Each higher energy eigenstate in the polyad removes one node

along [B] and replaces it with two nodes along [R] with the most energetic

eigenstate having all P nodes arranged along PO [R]. Eigenstates in other

polyads continue to follow this simple evolution of nodes along [B] and [R].

However, for energies above E = 8, 000 cm!1, the Fermi resonance causes PO

[R] to take on an increasingly curved shape. As a result eigenstates that are

aligned along [R] also exhibit a pronounced curvature as evident in Fig. 4.3(a).

Just below E = 13, 900 cm!1 the classical system undergoes its first

1All eigenstates displayed in this chapter are of odd parity except where otherwise noted.
The behavior of even eigenstates is very similar that of odd eigenstates as illustrated in
Appendix B and Appendix C.
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Figure 4.2: Energy eigenstates belonging to polyad P = 8. Eigenstates in (a)
and (e) are shown with their corresponding periodic orbits, [B] and [R].

bifurcation, a saddle-center bifurcation giving rise to PO [D]. Classically this

bifurcation occurs at a specific energy and gives rise to a fully formed PO [D].

The quantum manifestation of this bifurcation is more gradual and does not

occur at one specific energy. Figures 4.3(b) and 4.3(c) show two eigenstates

whose structures are strongly influenced by PO [D]. The eigenstate in Fig.

4.3(b) has an energy below the classical bifurcation energy and while its prob-

ability is not as cleanly aligned as the eigenstate in Fig. 4.3(c) it is clearly

being influenced by the soon-to-be-born PO [D].

Continuing to higher energies, PO [B] undergoes a period doubling bi-
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Figure 4.3: Energy eigenstates together with their corresponding periodic or-
bits at the same energy. The eigenstate in (b) resembles PO [D] however the
periodic orbit does not exist at this energy.

furcation giving rise to PO [2B] which then period doubles into PO [4B]. The

classical [4B] PO very quickly becomes unstable as energy is increased. How-

ever, [4B] continues to scar seven of the even eigenstates after going unstable.

Figure 4.3(d) shows one of the even eigenstates scarred by [4B]. We find no odd

eigenstates that take their structure from either PO [2B] or PO [4B]. The even

eigenstates that are scarred by [2B] and [4B] are the reason for the di"ering

numbers of even and odd bound states.
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As the energy approaches the dissociation energy, PO [D] becomes un-

stable. However, it continues to scar those eigenstates that stretch farthest

along the dissociation channel. Figure 4.4(a) shows an eigenstate scarred by

the now unstable PO [D]. The eigenstate extends farther in R than [D] does

and curves down to lower ! values. Figure 4.5(a) shows the curved part of this

eigenstate as well as PO [D] superimposed on a contour map of the potential

energy. The eigenstate follows a narrow path of lower potential energy that

extends to ! = 0. In Fig. 4.5(b) we focus on the region surrounding PO [D].

The potential shows very little variation in ! in the region immediately sur-

rounding [D]. There is thus very little local potential energy gradient in the

region of [D] to cause the PO to curve towards lower ! values. The eigenstate,

however, is not localized along a single curve the way [D] is and is thus more

easily influenced by the region of lower potential energy near ! = 0.

There are two new types of eigenstates that come into existence near

E = 20, 000 cm!1. These eigenstates, shown in Figs. 4.4(b) and 4.4(c),

take their structure from the classical POs [DD] and [DDb] which arise from

saddle-center bifurcations in this same energy range. Classically, PO [DD]

represents the new “dissociation” PO at these energies. However, because PO

[D] continues to scar eigenstates after going unstable, PO [DD] plays a much

smaller role in the quantum dissociation process. Appendices B and C list all

even and odd bound eigenstates as well as the POs that influence them. Very

few eigenstates take their structure from PO [DD].

The classical dynamics becomes increasingly chaotic as the energy ap-
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Figure 4.4: Energy eigenstates together with their corresponding periodic or-
bits at the same energy. The eigenstate in (d) is an example of a “chaotic”
eigenstate that does not have a corresponding periodic orbit. The eigenstate
in (e), despite having a clear structure, also has no corresponding periodic
orbit.

proaches the dissociation energy. The Poincaré surface of section in Fig.

2.6 shows the classical phase space almost completely engulfed by chaos at

E = 20, 150 cm!1. The quantum system shows some evidence of this chaos.

Of the approximately 360 even or odd bound states, we find six or seven

eigenstates that are spread over a large region of configuration space with no

discernible nodal structure. Figure 4.4(d) shows one of these “chaotic” eigen-

states. HOCl does possess several eigenstates with somewhat messy nodal
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Figure 4.5: (a) The eigenstate from Fig. 4.4(a) and periodic orbit [D] super-
imposed on a contour plot of the potential energy. The eigenstate follows a
path of low potential energy towards ! = 0. (b) The potential energy is nearly
constant in ! in the immediate region of [D]. With very little local potential
energy gradient in ! the periodic orbit is not influenced by the lower potential
energy near ! = 0.

structures; however, these states are fairly well localized in R and ! and can

be associated with various classical POs. The high degree of regularity in

the quantum eigenstates is consistent with the fact that an integrable Fermi

resonance Hamiltonian has been used to successfully reproduce the quantum

spectrum all the way up to 98% of the dissociation energy [20]. The subject of

classical chaos versus quantum regularity for energy eigenstates of HOCl has

been discussed previously in [23]. HOCl does possess a small number of eigen-

states that are not chaotic but also cannot be associated with any classical

POs. These states all resemble a “figure 8” as shown in Fig. 4.4(e).
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Before we move on to quantum scattering and quasibound states we

must first develop the necessary theoretical tools. We will use the R-matrix

formalism introduced by Wigner and Eisenbud. This formalism and the asso-

ciated mathematics is the focus of the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

R-Matrix Theory

In the 1940’s, Wigner and Eisenbud developed an approach to nuclear

scattering theory that allowed a direct connection between the symmetry prop-

erties of the Hamiltonian governing the internal dynamics of the nucleus and

the symmetry properties of the scattering matrix (S-matrix) [26], [45]. The

Wigner-Eisenbud theory (W-E), often called reaction matrix (R-matrix) the-

ory, decomposes configuration space into a reaction region and an asymptotic

scattering region. The asymptotic region is integrable and can be characterized

by a complete set of good quantum numbers. The reaction region, for most

scattering problems, is at least partially chaotic and cannot be characterized

by a complete set of good quantum numbers. However, reaction matrix theory

allows the reaction region to be described in terms of a complete set of basis

states which satisfy certain boundary conditions on the interface between the

reaction and asymptotic regions. The reaction region basis states are then

coupled to the asymptotic region through a singular coupling [6], [14]. This

approach leads to a relatively simple expression for the scattering matrix in

terms of the reaction region Hamiltonian and basis states.

In this Chapter, we use the R-matrix formalism to derive an expression
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for the S-matrix in terms of a non-Hermitian e"ective Hamiltonian. We in-

troduce a simplified notation that is applicable to two- and three-dimensional

scattering problems in cylindrical and spherical coordinates. We then show,

for the case of an exactly solvable two-dimensional scattering problem, that the

eigenvalues of the e"ective Hamiltonian correspond to the quasibound state

energies of the system. We also show how the Wigner-Smith delay time can

be obtained from the eigenvalues of the e"ective Hamiltonian.

5.1 Dynamics of the Scattering Process

We consider a particle of mass m1 scattering from an object of mass

m2. In the absence of external fields, the center-of-mass motion decouples

from the relative motion and does not contribute to the dynamics of the scat-

tering process. The Hamiltonian describing the relative motion of the two

masses can be written Ĥ = p̂2/2µ + V (r̂), where p̂ (r̂) is the relative momen-

tum (displacement) of the two masses, V (r̂) is the interaction potential, and

µ = m1m2/(m1 + m2) is the reduced mass. We require that the interaction

potential be localized in space so that it is possible to distinguish a reaction

region, where the scattering dynamics takes place, from an asymptotic region

where the masses move freely. Potentials that fall o" faster than 1
r satisfy this

requirement, because it is possible to identify a relative displacement for which

the e"ects of the potential on the scattering process become negligible.

The energy eigenstates, |#E(r̂)*, that describe the scattering process,

satisfy the time-independent Schrödinger equation, Ĥ|#E(r̂)* = E|#E(r̂)*. In
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spherical coordinates, )r|#E(r̂)* = #E(r) = #E(r, !,+) and V (r) = V (r, !,+).

In cylindrical coordinates, we will assume that the interaction potential has

the form V (r) = V (r,+), so that we are considering an interaction poten-

tial that is uniform along the z-axis but can vary with r and +. The com-

ponent of momentum pz is then a constant of the motion and we can set

pz = 0 without loss of generality. We can write the Hamiltonian operator as

Ĥ = !!2

2µr2

-
!
!r

.
r2 !

!r

/
" L̂2

!2

0
+V (r), where L̂2 = "!2

1
1

sin "
!
!" (sin !

!
!" ) + 1

sin2 "
!2

!&2

2

for spherical coordinates and as Ĥ = !!2

2µr2

-
r !
!r

.
r !
!r

/
" L̂2

!2

0
+ V (r), where

L̂2 = "!2 !2

!&2 for cylindrical coordinates. Our task is now to solve the time-

independent Schrödinger equation for the scattering processes.

It is useful to distinguish the part of #E(r) that lies in the reaction

region (r < a), #R
E(r), from the part that lies in the asymptotic region (r > a),

#A
E(r). The functions #R

E(r) and #A
E(r) and their slopes must be continuous at

the r = a interface. In the asymptotic region, angular momentum and energy

are conserved because V (r̂) = 0. #A
E(r) will be a superposition of incident and

scattered waves and can be written in the form

#A
E(r) =

!

'

(A'%
in
' (kr) + B'%

out
' (kr))f'(%), (5.1)

where %in
' (kr) (%out

' (kr)) contains the radial dependence of incoming (outgoing)

waves with energy E and quantum numbers ,. The free space wave number is

given by k =
)

2µE/!2. The quantity % represents angles ! and + for spherical

coordinates, and angle + for cylindrical coordinates. For spherical coordinates

, = {l, m}, with integers l = 0, 1, ...,! and "l#m#l, and f'(%) = Yl,m(!,+)
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are spherical harmonics. For cylindrical coordinates , = {l}, with integers

"!#l#!, and f'(%) = 1%
2$

eil&. The functions f'(%) are othonormal so
+

d%f #
' (%)f'"(%) = $','" , where

+
d% =

+ $

0 sin(!)d!
+ 2$

0 d+ for spherical coordi-

nates and
+

d% =
+ 2$

0 d+ for cylindrical coordinates. The notation for spherical

and cylindrical coordinates is summarized in Table 5.1. In the reaction region,

the wavefunction takes the form #R
E(r) =

3
'+E,'(r)f'(%), where the form of

+E,'(r) depends on the interaction potential. Angular momentum will be con-

served only if the interaction potential is spherically symmetric, V = V (|r|).

We can now introduce the reaction matrix, R','"(E), that relates the

value of #A
E(r) in angular momentum channel , to the slope of #A

E(r) in all

angular momentum channels at the interface. The (,, , ")th element of the

reaction matrix satisfies the equation

!

'"

aR','"(E)(A'"%̇in
'"(ka) + B'"%̇out

'" (ka)) = A'%
in
' (ka) + B'%

out
' (ka), (5.2)

where %in
' (ka) = h(2)

l (ka) and %out
' (ka) = h(1)

l (ka) for spherical coordinates

and %in
' (ka) = H(2)

l (ka) and %out
' (ka) = H(1)

l (ka) for cylindrical coordinates

(h(1,2)
l (ka) and H(1,2)

l (ka) are spherical and cylindrical Hankel functions, re-

spectively). The reaction matrix is non-diagonal (diagonal) in the indices ,

when angular momentum is not conserved (is conserved) in the reaction region.

It is convenient to express Eq. (5.2) in matrix form. We introduce

the 1$M column matrices A and B, with matrix elements (A)' = A' and

(B)' = B' , where M is the number of angular momentum channels that

participate in the scattering process for an incident wave of energy E. We also
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introduce the M$M matrices "( (- = in, out) and R(E). The matrix "( is

diagonal and has matrix elements ("()','" = %(
' (ka)$','" . The reaction matrix,

R(E), is an M$M matrix, with matrix elements (R(E))','" = R','"(E). In

terms of these matrices, Eq. (5.2) can be written

aR(E)·"̇in·A + aR(E)·"̇out·B = "in·A + "out·B. (5.3)

We can solve for matrix B as a function of matrix A to obtain B = S(E)·A,

where the S-matrix is given by

S(E) = "("out " aR(E)·"̇out)
!1·("in " aR(E)·"̇in), (5.4)

and connects the incoming and outgoing waves. It is easy to check that for real

energies the scattering matrix is unitary. For complex energies, the scattering

matrix is not unitary and contains poles at the quasibound state energies.

For a given energy E of the incident particle, there will be M scattering

channels available, |E, ,*. The S-matrix will be an M$M unitary matrix

with M eigenvalues, ei"" (- = 1, ..., M), and a complete orthonormal set of

eigenstates, |!(*. A particle incident in the -th eigenstate of the S-matrix is

delayed (relative to free motion) by an amount of time '( = !d""
dE [36]. If the

incident state contains contributions from several eigenstates of the S-matrix,

it is useful to sum the delay times for each eigenstate to obtain the Wigner-

Smith delay time [41],

'WS = !
M!

(

d!(
dE

= "i! d

dE
ln (Det[S]) . (5.5)
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Table 5.1: Symbols in cylindrical and spherical coordinates
Symbol Cylindrical Spherical
3

'

3$
l=!$

3$
l=0

3l
m=!l

%in
' (r) H(2)

l (kr) h(2)
l (kr)

%out
' (r) H(1)

l (kr) h(1)
l (kr)

f'(%) 1%
2$

eil" Yl,m(!,+)+
dr̃

+
rdr

+
r2dr+

d%
+ 2$

0 d+
+ $

0 sin(!)d!
+ 2$

0 d+
r̃, ã r, a r2, a2

5.2 Wigner-Eisenbud Theory

The Wigner-Eisenbud (W-E) method of computing the scattering ma-

trix provides a way to obtain an e!ective Hamiltonian for the scattering pro-

cess, as we will show in this section. The e"ective Hamiltonian is a non-

Hermitian matrix whose eigenvalues are the quasibound state energies of the

open quantum system.

We can decompose space into a reaction region and an asymptotic re-

gion using projection operators Q̂ =
+ a
0 dr̃

+
d% |r*)r| and P̂ =

+$
a dr̃

+
d% |r*)r|,

respectively, where dr̃ = rdr for cylindrical coordinates and dr̃ = r2dr for

spherical coordinates. These projection operators satisfy the relations Q̂2 = Q̂,

P̂ 2 = P̂ and P̂ Q̂ = Q̂P̂ = 0. Also Q̂ + P̂ = 1̂, due to the complete-

ness of the eigenstates |r* of the position operator r̂. Using these projection

operators, the Hamiltonian Ĥ can be divided symbolically into four parts,

Ĥ = Q̂ĤQ̂ + P̂ ĤP̂ + P̂ ĤQ̂ + Q̂ĤP̂ , where Q̂ĤQ̂ = Q̂
-
!!2

2µ (2 + V (r)
0
Q̂ and
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P̂ ĤP̂ = P̂
-
!!2

2µ (2
0
P̂ , since the interaction potential V (r) is zero outside the

reaction region. (For systems where the potential V (r) is not strictly zero in

the asymptotic region, one must check that its e"ect on the scattering process

is negligible for the choice of boundary r = a.) The quantities P̂ ĤQ̂ and Q̂ĤP̂

couple the reaction region to the asymptotic region and will be defined below.

Wigner and Eisenbud showed that the reaction region dynamics can

be described in terms of a complete orthonormal set of basis states |.j* (j =

1, 2, 3, ...), whose boundary conditions are fixed at r = a. In configuration

space, these basis states are orthonormal so that ).j|Q̂|.k* = $j,k and can

be written )r|.j* =
3

'.j,'(r)f'(%). W-E used the “zero-slope” boundary

condition, d)j,#(r)
dr

44
r=a

= 0, and we shall use the same boundary condition

here. The fixed boundary condition at r = a forces the reaction region to

be described by a discrete set of basis states with countable eigenvalues, /j ,

such that Q̂ĤQ̂ |.j* = /jQ̂ |.j*, even though the energy spectrum E of the

scattering eigenstates, |#E*, is continuous. In terms of these basis states, the

scattering eigenstate, in the reaction region, can be written

)r|Q̂|#E* =
!

j,'

(j(E).j,'(r)f'(%). (5.6)

The coe!cient (j(E) will be determined below. The exact form of the states

.j,'(r) will depend on the interaction potential, V (r). However, once the states

.j,'(r) are determined, they can be used for any energy E.

The scattering eigenstate in the asymptotic region, P̂ |#E*, can be ex-
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panded in terms of incident and outgoing waves and has the form

)r|P̂ |#E* =
!

'

&'(kr)f'(%) =
!

'

(A'%
in
' (kr) + B'%

out
' (kr))f'(%), (5.7)

where k is a continuous variable and &'(kr) = A'%in
' (kr) + B'%out

' (kr).

The Hamiltonians Q̂ĤP̂ and P̂ ĤQ̂ couple the reaction region to the

asymptotic region. They are defined as

Q̂ĤP̂ % "2!2

µ
Q̂$(r̂ " a)

*

*r̂
P̂ (5.8)

and

P̂ ĤQ̂ % "2!2

µ
P̂
*

*r̂
$(r̂ " a)Q̂. (5.9)

With these definitions, the Hamiltonian Ĥ = Q̂ĤQ̂ + P̂ ĤP̂ + P̂ ĤQ̂ + Q̂ĤP̂

is Hermitian [6], [14]. A typical matrix element of Q̂ĤP̂ can be computed as

follows,

).j|Q̂ĤP̂ |#E* =
"2!2

µ

5 a

0

dr̃

5
d%

5 $

a

dr̃"
5

d%").j|r*)r|$(r̂ " a)
*

*r̂
|r"*)r"|#E*

=
"2!2

µ

5 a

0

dr̃

5 $

a

dr̃"
!

'

.#j,'(r)
$(r " r")

r̃
$(r" " a)

*&'(kr")

*r"

=
"!2ã

2µ

!

'

.#j,'(a)
*&'(kr)

*r

4444
r=a

, (5.10)

where ã = a2 (ã = a) for spherical coordinates (cylindrical coordinates). In

going from the first to the second line, we integrated over the angle dependence

making use of the orthonormality of f'(%) and used the fact that $(r " r") =

1
r2sin(")$(r " r")$(! " !")$(+ " +") for spherical coordinates and $(r " r") =

1
r$(r " r")$(+ " +") for cylindrical coordinates. In going from the second to
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the third line, we used the fact that
+ a
0 dr$(r " a)g(r) = 1

2g(a) since the delta

function is non-zero only at the limit of the integration.

5.2.1 The Wigner-Eisenbud Reaction Matrix

Let us now use projection operators P̂ and Q̂ to decompose the eigen-

value equation for scattering energy eigenstates, Ĥ|#E* = E|#E*, into two

equations,

Q̂ĤQ̂|#E* + Q̂ĤP̂ |#E* = EQ̂|#E* (5.11)

and

P̂ ĤP̂ |#E* + P̂ ĤQ̂|#E* = EP̂ |#E*. (5.12)

If we multiply the first equation by ).j|, we can write

).j|Q̂ĤQ̂|#E* + ).j|Q̂ĤP̂ |#E* = E).j|Q̂|#E*. (5.13)

We can substitute the expressions for the projection operators into Eq. (5.13)

and use Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) to obtain

(/j " E)(j(E) " !2ã

2µ

!

'

.#j,'(a)
*&'(kr)

*r

4444
r=a

= 0. (5.14)

We now impose the condition that the scattering eigenstate, )r|#E*, be con-

tinuous at r = a so that )r|Q̂|#E*r=a = )r|P̂ |#E*r=a. This leads to the result

!

j

(j(E).j,'(a) = &'(ka). (5.15)

Solving Eq. (5.14) for (j(E) and substituting this into Eq. (5.15), we obtain

!2ã

2µ

!

j

!

'"

.j,'(a)
.#j,'"(a)

/j " E
&̇'"(ka) = &'(ka), (5.16)
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where &̇'(ka)%!##(kr)
!r

44
r=a

. Comparing Eqs. (5.2) and (5.16) we identify the

reaction matrix as

R','"(E) =
!2ã

2µa

N!

j=1

.j,'(a).#j,'"(a)

/j " E
, (5.17)

where N is the number of basis states used in the computation of the reaction

matrix. We have thus obtained an expression for the reaction matrix in terms

of the reaction region basis states, |.j*, and their “zero-slope” eigenvalues, /j .

Let us write the equation for the reaction matrix in matrix form. We

introduce the N$M matrix w whose elements are (w)j,' =
'

!2ã
2µa.

#
j,'(a) and

the N$N diagonal matrix Hin with elements (Hin)j,j" = /j$j,j". The reaction

matrix then takes the form

R = w†·(Hin " E1N)!1·w, (5.18)

where 1N is the N$N identity matrix. We will now use this expression to

obtain the scattering matrix.

5.2.2 The Scattering matrix

Using the matrix relation (A·B)!1 = B!1·A!1, and the fact that "in

and "out are diagonal matrices that commute with one another, we can write

the scattering matrix, Eq. (5.4), as

S = ""in·(1M " a"!1
in ·"!1

out·R·"̇out·"in)
!1·(1M " a"!1

out·"1
in·R·"̇in·"out)·"!1

out,

(5.19)
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where 1M is the M$M identity matrix. We note that "#
out = "in, since

"in and "out are given in terms of incoming and outgoing Hankel functions,

respectively. Therefore, we can write ("out)',' = D'ei&# , "̇out"in = # + i$,

and "out"in = %, where D' is real and +' is a phase angle. The diagonal

matrices #, $ and % have matrix elements (#)',' = D'Ḋ' , ($)',' = +̇'D2
' ,

and (%)',' = D2
' , respectively. After some algebra, the S-matrix takes the

form

S = ""in·(1M "K)!1·(1M + K)·"!1
out

= ""in·[1M + 2(1M "K)!1·K]·"!1
out, (5.20)

where

K = (1M " a%!1·R·#)!1·(ia%!1·R·$). (5.21)

Let us now insert Eq. (5.18) into the expression for K. To simplify notation,

we define the M$N matrix v† = %!1·w†, and the N$M matrices u = w·#

and x = w·$. We then obtain the following equation for K,

K = (1M " av†·(Hin " E1N)!1·u)!1·(iav†·(Hin " E1N )!1·x). (5.22)
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We now consider the expression (1M "K)!1·K that appears in Eq. (5.20) for

the S-matrix. Using Eq. (5.22) we can rewrite this expression as follows:

(1M " K)!1·K =
$!

n=0

Kn+1

=
$!

n=0

(ia)n+1
6
(1M " av†·(Hin " E1N)!1·u)!1

·(v†·(Hin " E1N)!1·x)
7n+1

=
$!

n=0

(ia)n+1

89
$!

m=1

.
av†·(Hin " E1N)!1·u

/m

:

·(v†·(Hin " E1N)!1·x)

;n+1

=
$!

n=0

(ia)n+1

8
v†·(1N " (Hin " E1N)!1·u·v†a)!1

·(Hin " E1N)!1·x)

;n+1

=
$!

n=0

(ia)n+1

8
v†·((Hin " E1N " u·v†a)!1·x)

;n+1

= iav†·(Hin " E1N " au·v† " iax·v†)!1·x. (5.23)

If we now substitute this expression into Eq. (5.20), we obtain

S = ""in·[1M + 2iav†·(Hin " aw·"̇out·"!1
out·w† " E1N)!1·x]·"!1

out, (5.24)

where we have used the fact that (u + ix)·v† = w·"̇out·"!1
out·w†.

The poles of the S-matrix thus occur at complex energies that satisfy

the condition Det[He!(E) " E1N ] = 0, where

He!(E) = Hin " aw·"̇out·"!1
out·w†. (5.25)
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The quantity He!(E) is a non-Hermitian, Hamiltonian matrix whose complex

eigenvalues, Ej, give the quasibound state energies of the system.

Given the e"ective Hamiltonian, He!(E), the quasibound state ener-

gies can be found by an iterative process. We start with an initial guess for

the complex energy, E = E1 = Re(E1)+ iIm(E1), which is substituted into the

e"ective Hamiltonian matrix to obtain He!(E1). We then find the eigenvalues

of the matrix He!(E1). The eigenvalue E2 that is closest to E1 is then substi-

tuted into He!(E) to obtain He!(E2) and the eigenvalues of this new matrix

are computed. The process is repeated k times until an eigenvalue, Ek+1, of

He!(Ek) is equal to the energy, Ek. The quasibound state energy is then given

by Ek. The iterative process guarantees accurate quasibound state energies

even when the initial guess, E1, is far from a quasibound state energy.

The e"ective Hamiltonian also provides a simple means for calculating

the Wigner-Smith delay time. If we note that Det[A·B!1] = Det[A]/Det[B],

where A and B are square matrices, and use Eq. (5.20), the determinant of

the S-matrix can be written as

Det[S] = ("1)M Det["in]Det[1M + K]

Det["out]Det[1M " K]
. (5.26)

If we further note the identity Det[1M "w†·G·w] = Det[1N "G·w·w†], where

G is a N$N matrix [36], we can write

Det[S] = ("1)M Det["in]Det[(He!)# " E1N ]

Det["out]Det[He! " E1N ]
. (5.27)

where we have used the fact that that "in = "#
out. The determinant of the
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S-matrix can now be written in terms of eigenvalues, Ej, of the e"ective Hamil-

tonian,

Det[S] = ("1)M
<

'

%in
' (ka)

%out
' (ka)

N<

j

E#
j " E

Ej " E
. (5.28)

The Wigner-Smith delay time then becomes

'WS = "i!
9
!

l

%out
l (ka)

%in
l (ka)

d

dE

"
%in

l (ka)

%out
l (ka)

#
"

!

j

2iIm(Ej)

(E " Re(Ej))2 + Im(Ej)2

:

.

(5.29)

5.3 Example: Scattering From a 2D Potential Disc

To illustrate the practical use of the e"ective Hamiltonian, we consider

the case of a plane wave incoming from x = "! and scattering from a finite

potential with potential energy V (r,+) = V0 for r < a and V (r,+) = 0 for

r , a. This example can be solved analytically allowing us to compare the

exact results to the predictions of Wigner-Eisenbud scattering theory.

5.3.1 Analytic Solution

For this system, angular momentum is conserved, both inside and out-

side the reaction region. The scattering eigenstate is given by

#R
E(r,+) =

$!

l=!$

#R
E,l =

$!

l=!$

ClJ|l|(k0r)
eil&

-
2)

(5.30)

in the reaction region and by

#A
E(r,+) =

$!

l=!$

#A
E,l =

$!

l=!$

Al

-
H(2)

|l| (kr) + Sl,lH
(1)
|l| (kr)

0 eil&

-
2)

(5.31)
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in the asymptotic region where k0 =
)

2µ(E " V0)/!2, k =
)

2µE/!2 and

Jl(k0r) is a cylindrical Bessel function. The reaction matrix is diagonal and

can be written in terms of the logarithmic derivative of #R
E,l or #A

E,l at the

r = a interface,

Rl,l =
#R

E,l(k0r)

a
!$R

E,l

!r

44
a

=
#A

E,l(kr)

a
!$A

E,l

!r

44
a

=
J|l|(k0a)

k0aJ̇|l|(k0a)
=

H(2)
|l| (ka) + Sl,lH

(1)
|l| (ka)

ak[Ḣ(2)
|l| (ka) + Sl,lḢ

(1)
|l| (ka)]

. (5.32)

The S-matrix is also diagonal and can be obtained from Eq. (5.32),

Sl,l(E) = " J̇l(k0a)H(2)
l (ka) " Jl(k0a)Ḣ(2)

l (ka)

J̇l(k0a)H(1)
l (ka) " Jl(k0a)Ḣ(1)

l (ka)
. (5.33)

The poles of Sl,l(E), in the complex energy plane, give the quasibound state

energies of the system. We will evaluate all quantities in atomic units. We set

for V0 = 10 a.u., a = 2.5 a.u., ! = 1 a.u. and µ = 1 a.u. For calculations we

include all angular momentum up to |l| = 20. We find that including the first

20 angular momenta gives accurate results for energies up to E + 30. The

three complex energy poles of S0,0 and S1,1 with the smallest real energies are

given in Table 5.2.

For a plane wave incident on the potential the incoming coe!cients

are given by Al = i|l|
-

2), [30]. If we require that the wave functions and

their slopes be continuous at the r = a interface, we can solve for the Cl

coe!cients in the reaction region and construct the exact scattering eigenstate,

#E(r,+) = #R
E(r,+) for r < a, #E(r,+) = #A

E(r,+) for r , a. Figures
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5.1(a) and 5.1(c) show contour plots of |#E(r,+)|2 for scattering eigenstates

with energies E = 10.4520 and E = 11.1483, respectively, which are equal

to the real parts of the lowest energy poles of S0,0 and S1,1. Figure 5.1(e)

shows a contour plot of |#E(r,+)|2 for energy E = 10.80 which is not close

to any quasibound state energy. As expected the scattering eigenstate shows

enhanced probability in the region of the potential disc at the quasibound

state energies, but not for the case away from resonance.

Figure 5.2(a) shows the Wigner-Smith delay time as a function of en-

ergy. The first two peaks in the delay time are due to quasibound states with

complex energies and angular momentum (E = 10.452 " 0.081i, l = 0) and

(E = 11.148 " 0.204i, l = 1). The third peak in Fig. 5.2(a) is due to two

quasibound states, one with (E = 12.386 " 0.415, l = 0) and the other with

(E = 12.074 " 0.361i, l = 2).

5.3.2 Wigner-Eisenbud Solution

For the system considered in this example, angular momentum is con-

served in the reaction region and therefore each basis state is an eigenstate

of both energy and angular momentum. In addition, because the potential

has no radial variation, each zero of J̇l(k0a) gives a di"erent basis state. The

reaction region basis states are given by .j(r,+) = Cn,lJl(kn,lr)
eil$
%

2$
, where

n = 1, 2, ..., Cn,l =
-

a2

2 (1 " l2

(2
n,l

)Jl(-n,l)2
0!1/2

is a normalization constant and

kn,l =
)

2µ(/n,l " V0)/!2 = -n,l/a, where -n,l satisfies the boundary condition

J̇l(-n,l) = 0. The basis states for this system are enumerated by j = {n, l}.
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Each reaction region basis state is an eigenstate of angular momentum

meaning that in the notation of Sec. 5.2, )r|.j* =
3

' .j,'(r)f'(+), .j,'(r) is

zero for all but a single value of , for each value of j. The reaction matrix

in Eq. (5.17) thus becomes diagonal in the angular momentum indices and is

given

Rl,l =
!2

2µ

nmax!

n=1

C2
n,lJl(-n,l)2

/n,l " E
=

nmax!

n=1

2

(1 " l2

(2
n,l

)(-2
n,l " k2

0a
2)

(5.34)

where, in subsequent calculations we choose nmax = 100. It is worth noting

that the right hand side of Eq. (5.34) is the partial fraction expansion [1] of

the exact reaction matrix, Rl,l = Jl(ka)

aJ̇l(ka)
.

The scattering eigenstate is expanded in the reaction region and the

asymptotic region as

)r|Q̂|#E* =
nmax!

n=1

lmax!

l=!lmax

(n,l(E)Cn,lJl(kn,lr)
eil&

-
2)

(5.35)

and

)r|P̂ |#E* =
lmax!

l=!lmax

Al(H
(2)
l (kr) + Sl,lH

(1)
l (kr))

eil&

-
2)

(5.36)

respectively, where (n,l(E) is given by Eq. (5.14) and Sl,l is given by Eq. (5.24).

Figures 5.1(b), 5.1(d) and 5.1(e) show contour plots of the scattering energy

eigenstates obtained using W-E theory (with lmax = 20 and nmax = 100) for

E = 10.4520, E = 11.1483, and E = 10.80, respectively. In the reaction region

only those terms in Eq. (5.35) with (n,l(E) > 10!6 are included in the plots.

This reduces the number of reaction region basis states being plotted from
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4,100 to approximately 700 while still giving excellent agreement between the

Wigner-Eisenbud eigenstates and the exact eigenstates.

Quasibound state energies are located using the iterative procedure on

the eigenvalues of the e"ective Hamiltonian described in Sec. 5.2.2. Because

angular momentum is conserved, the e"ective Hamiltonian matrix for this

system block diagonalizes, with block He!
l,l corresponding to the scattering

channel with angular momentum l. The lth block of the e"ective Hamiltonian

is given by

He!
l,l =
=

>>>>?

/1,l "
C2

1,lJl(k1,la)2Ḣ(1)
l (ka)

H
(1)
l (ka)

. . . "C1,lC100,lJl(k1,la)Jl(k100,la)Ḣ(1)
l (ka)

H
(1)
l (ka)

...
. . .

...
!C1,lC100,lJl(k1,la)Jl(k100,la)Ḣ(1)

l (ka)

H(1)
l (ka)

. . . /100,l "
C2

100,lJl(k100,la)2Ḣ(1)
l (ka)

H(1)
l (ka)

@

AAAAB

(5.37)

The lowest three eigenvalues of He!
l,l for l = 0 and l = 1 are shown in Table 5.2

and agree very well with the quasibound state energies obtained from poles of

the exact scattering matrix.

The Wigner-Smith delay time, in the energy interval 10.1 # E # 13.6,

is computed using Eq. (5.29), which for this system becomes

'WS = "i!
20!

l=!20

9
H(1)

l (ka)

H(2)
l (ka)

d

dE

C
H(2)

l (ka)

H(1)
l (ka)

D
"

100!

n=1

2iIm(En,l)

(E " Re(En,l))2 + Im(En,l)2

:
.

(5.38)
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Table 5.2: Poles of the exact Sl,l elements and eigenvalues of He!
l,l .

n Exact S0,0 He!
0,0

1 10.452 - 0.081 i 10.454 - 0.081 i
2 12.386 - 0.415 i 12.398 - 0.417 i
3 15.881 - 0.976 i 15.919 - 0.985 i

n Exact S1,1 He!
1,1

1 11.148 - 0.204 i 11.153 - 0.205 i
2 13.859 - 0.658 i 13.881 - 0.662 i
3 18.139 - 1.318 i 18.199 - 1.331 i

The results, shown in Fig. 5.2(b), agree well with the exact delay time. The

amplitude of the delay time for the Wigner-Eisenbud solution is slightly lower

than the amplitude for the exact solution. The agreement between the exact

delay time and the delay time calculated using Wigner-Eisenbud theory can

be further improved if we include only those angular momenta that contribute

to quasibound states within the energy interval. Figure 5.2(c) shows the exact

and Wigner-Eisenbud delay times for |l| # 3. The delay times for |l| # 3 show

excellent agreement.
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Figure 5.1: Scattering eigenstates for (a) exact solution and (b) W-E solution
for E = 10.4520, (c) exact solution and (d) W-E solution for E = 11.1483 and
(e) exact solution and (f) W-E solution for E = 10.80. Scattering states (a)-
(d) have incident energies near a quasibound state energy. Scattering states
(e) and (f) have incident energy far from any quasibound state energies. The
dashed circle indicates the boundary of the potential disc.
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Figure 5.2: Wigner-Smith delay time for (a) exact solution and (b) W-E so-
lution keeping all angular momenta |l| # 20. (c) Wigner-Smith delay time for
the exact solution (solid) and the W-E solution (dashed) keeping only angular
momenta |l| # 3.
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Chapter 6

Quasibound Eigenstates

Having developed R-matrix theory for the case of two- and three-

dimensional quantum systems in Chapter 5 we now use this theory to obtain

the quasibound states of HOCl. Recent studies of HOCl, in the electronic

ground state, reveal quasibound states at energies above the HO+Cl dissocia-

tion energy with lifetimes ranging over several orders of magnitude [16], [31],

[39], [43]. The purpose of the current chapter is to highlight the connection

between the structure and lifetime of the various quasibound states and the

structures in the classical phase space that support them. Previous theoretical

studies of HOCl quasibound states have all been based on the use of absorb-

ing potentials. Our application of R-matrix theory does not require the use of

absorbing potentials allowing us to avoid the possible distortions introduced

by such potentials [28].

We begin this chapter by describing the application of R-matrix theory

to our specific two-dimensional model of HOCl. We next examine a variety of

quasibound states with lifetimes ranging from 10!7 seconds to 10!12 seconds.

We will show that many long-lived quasibound states can be associated with

periodic orbits in the classical dynamics. In addition, the lifetimes of these
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quasibound states are inversely related to how far the classical periodic orbit

that supports them stretches along coordinate R.

6.1 Applying R-Matrix Theory to HOCl

The HOCl potential energy is essentially flat beyond R = 8 allowing us

to partition configuration space into a reaction region and an asymptotic re-

gion. We define the boundary between the reaction region and the asymptotic

region to be at Rmax = 10. In the reaction region the dynamics is described

by a set of orthonormal basis states .j(R, !) that satisfy the zero-slope bound-

ary condition !)j

!R

44
Rmax

= 0. The basis states are eigenstates of the HOCl

Hamiltonian which due to the boundary condition at R = Rmax have discrete

eigenvalues /j.

The reaction region eigenstates are calculated using DVR as described

in Sec. 4.2. In order to satisfy the zero-slope boundary condition we use

Rmin = 0 and a primitive basis for R consisting of 250 Bessel functions,

+R,n(R) = C1,nJ1(-1,nR/Rmax), where -1,n is the nth zero of dJ1
dR and C1,n

is the normalization constant. The reaction region eigenstates can be written

as .j(R, !) =
360

m=1 .j,m(R)+",m(!) where +",m(!) is defined in Sec. 4.2 and

.j,m(R) =
3130

n=1 aj,m,n&R,n(R). Here &R,n(R) is the nth eigenstate of the one-

dimensional eigenproblem obtained by setting ! = !0 in the Hamiltonian and

the coe!cients aj,m,n come from solving the two-dimensional eigenproblem in

the reaction region.

The scattering eigenstate, in the reaction region, can be expanded in
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terms of the reaction region basis states as

)R, !|Q̂|#E* =
N!

j=1

60!

m=1

(j(E).j,m(R)+",m(!) (6.1)

where N = 60 $ 130 is the total number of basis states used in the reaction

region. The (j(E) coe!cients will be determined shortly.

In the asymptotic region the potential energy is taken to be constant

and equal to De (recall that we define the energy to be zero at the minimum

of the potential energy) and the scattering eigenstate can be written in terms

of incoming and outgoing cylindrical waves as

)R, !|P̂ |#E* =
!

m

&m(kmR)+",m(!) (6.2)

=
M!

m=1

(
AmH(2)

m (kmR) + BmH(1)
m (kmR)

*
+",m(!)

where H(1,2)
m are Hankel functions, km =

)
2µ1((E " De)/!2 " m2/2µ2r2

0) and

M is the largest angular momentum value for which km is real.

The reaction region is coupled to the asymptotic region by

Q̂ĤP̂ % "2!2

µ1
Q̂$(R̂ " Rmax)

*

*R̂
P̂ . (6.3)

Requiring the scattering eigenstate to be continuous at R = Rmax leads to the

following equation for (j(E)

(j(E) =
!2Rmax

2µ1(/j " E)

M!

m=1

.#j,m(Rmax)
*&m(kmR)

*R

444
Rmax

. (6.4)

In the asymptotic region we set the incoming amplitudes, Am, equal to

one for all m. The amplitudes of the incoming partial waves are related to the
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amplitudes of the outgoing partial waves by the scattering matrix S so that

B = S ·A, where B (A) is a column matrix containing amplitudes Bm (Am).

The scattering matrix can be written in terms of an e"ective Hamiltonian as

S = "H(2) ·
(
1M + 2iRmaxv

† · (He! " E1N)!1 · x
*
·H(1). (6.5)

Here H(1,2) are M $M diagonal matrices with elements H(1,2)
m (kmRmax), 1M is

the M $M identity matrix, v† = (H(1)H(2))!1 ·w† and x = w ·$. The N $M

matrix w has elements wj,m =
'

!2

2µ1
.#j,m(Rmax) and $ is the imaginary part

of Ḣ(1)H(2). The e"ective Hamiltonian is given by

He!(E) = Hin " Rmaxw · Ḣ(1) · (H(2))!1 · w† (6.6)

where Hin is an N$N diagonal matrix of reaction region eigenvalues /j. From

Eq. (6.5) it is clear that the poles of the scattering matrix occur at complex

energies corresponding to the eigenvalues of the e"ective Hamiltonian. These

complex-energy poles correspond to quasibound states of the system.

The (m, m")th element of the scattering matrix couples the m"th in-

coming partial wave to mth outgoing partial wave. The magnitude of Sm,m"

is a measure of how strongly the mth and m"th partial waves interact during

the scattering process. Figure 6.1 shows the magnitudes |S1,1|, |S1,2| and |S1,3|

as a function of energy. The peaks and dips in Fig. 6.1 represent energies

for which the partial waves are significantly a"ected by the scattering process.

Each peak and dip thus corresponds to a quasibound state with the width of

the peak being inversely related to the lifetime of the quasibound state. Most
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of the peaks and dips in Fig. 6.1 correspond to fairly short-lived quasibound

states. In Fig. 6.2 we focus on a very narrow peak that is barely visible in

Fig. 6.1. This peak, centered around E = 20, 559.56 cm!1, corresponds to a

long-lived quasibound state. In the next section we will show that the e"ective

Hamiltonian has an eigenvalue with this same energy as its real part.

!a"

20540 20560
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Energy !cm!1"

%S 1,1%

!b"

20540 20560
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Energy !cm!1"
%S 1,2%

!c"

20540 20560
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Energy !cm!1"

%S 1,3%

Figure 6.1: Magnitudes of scattering matrix elements (a) |S1,1|, (b) |S1,2| and
(c) |S1,3| showing peaks and dips corresponding to quasibound states.

6.2 Quasibound States

The complex energy eigenvalues of the e"ective Hamiltonian, En =

En,0 " i'n/2, where En,0 and 'n are real, represent quasibound states with
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Figure 6.2: Zooming in on the peak near E = 20, 560 cm!1 in Fig. 6.1.
The rapid variation of (a) |S1,1|, (b) |S1,2| and (c) |S1,3| indicates a long-lived
quasibound state.

lifetimes 'n = !/'n. For HOCl we find quasibound states with lifetimes that

range over 5 orders of magnitude from 10!12 seconds to 10!7 seconds. In this

section we connect quasibound states with various lifetimes to the structures

in the underlying classical phase space that support them.

In order to relate quasibound states to structures in the classical phase

space, we construct Husimi distributions for the scattering energy eigenstates,

#E(R, !), evaluated at the real part of the quasibound state energies, E = En,0.

A Husimi distribution acts as a quantum mechanical analogue to a classical

Poincaré surface of section showing how the quantum state’s probability is
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distributed in phase space [36]. There exists some freedom in how one defines

a Husimi distribution. We follow the definition used in [23] where the Husimi

distribution 0 for a scattering energy eigenstate #E(R, !) is given by,

0(q",p") =
44)&q",p" ,#E*

442 (6.7)

where &q",p" is the product of one-dimensional minimum uncertainty wave

packets

&1D(R", p"R) =
1

()(1R)2)1/4
Exp

(
" 1

2(1R)2
(R" " R)2 " i

!p"R(R" " R)
*

(6.8)

and

&1D(!", p"") =
1

()(1")2)1/4
Exp

(
" 1

2(1")2
(!" " !)2 " i

!p""(!
" " !)

*
. (6.9)

The half-widths of the wave packets are determined from the classical Hamil-

tonian by 12
i = !

.
!2T
!p2

i

/1/2.!2V
!q2

i

/!1/2
evaluated at the equilibrium coordinates.

It is easy to check that the wave packets satisfy )q* = q", )p* = p" and

$q$p = !/2.

In order to project the Husimi distribution onto the ! = !0 plane
44)&q",p",#E*

442 is integrated over R and !, !" is set equal to !0, and p"" is

determined by requiring the classical energy to be equal to the real part of the

quasibound state energy.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show scattering eigenstates #E(R, !) at the energies

E = E0 of the four longest-lived quasibound states (we call states #E(R, !)

quasibound states when they have energies E = E0 corresponding to the real
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part of the complex eigenvalues of the e"ective Hamiltonian). The longest-

lived quasibound state, shown in Fig. 6.3(a) has energy E = 20, 374.94 cm!1

and a width of ' = 3.15 $ 10!5 cm!1 corresponding to a lifetime of 1.69 $

10!7 seconds. The quasibound state’s probability is greatest along a curve

resembling the classical periodic orbit [DD]. The Husimi distribution in Fig.

6.3(b) shows a large peak in probability near PO [DD] in phase space. However,

there is also a region of high probability near PO [DDb] in phase space. The

additional influence of [DDb] is likely the reason for the somewhat messy nodal

pattern in Fig. 6.3(a) as well as the reason why the quasibound state is more

compressed in R than PO [DD].

The second longest-lived quasibound state, shown in Fig. 6.3(c), has

energy E = 20, 333.10 cm!1 and most of its nodes lying along the ! axis. The

Husimi distribution for this state shows its probability concentrated near the

[2B] and [4B] bending POs present at lower energies. The quasibound states in

Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(c) have energies E = 20, 343.17 cm!1 and E = 20, 782.74

cm!1 and resemble POs [DDb] and [2R], respectively. The influence of these

POs is confirmed by the Husimi distributions for these states. The Husimi

distribution in Fig. 6.4(d) shows that the quasibound state in Fig. 6.4(c) is

also mildly influenced by [B0], the only stable periodic orbit at these energies.

The longest-lived quasibound states are all strongly influenced by periodic

orbits with significant motion along the coordinate !.

Medium-lived quasibound states display messier nodal structures and

probabilities that stretch further towards the asymptotic region. Figures 6.5(a)
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and 6.5(c) show two such quasibound states with energies E = 20, 559.56 cm!1

and E = 20, 433.47 cm!1 and lifetimes of 2.14$10!9 seconds and 3.98$10!11

seconds, respectively. Both quasibound states show messy nodal structures at

small values of R while the nodes of the shorter-lived state become slightly

more organized as they stretch towards the asymptotic region. The Husimi

distributions for these states show probabilities that are no longer localized

around periodic orbits. The longer-lived state has its probability spread out

in phase space while the shorter-lived state has most of its probability localized

near the asymptotic region.

Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(c) show two short-lived quasibound states with

energies E = 20, 510.81 cm!1 and E = 20, 682.37 cm!1 and lifetimes of 5.88$

10!12 seconds and 1.33$ 10!12 seconds, respectively. Both quasibound states

have probabilities that stretch into the asymptotic region with the shorter-lived

state displaying a more organized nodal pattern. Both Husimi distributions

show probabilities concentrated near the asymptotic region.

It is interesting that we are able to match the structure of the qua-

sibound state in Fig. 6.6(c) at small R to a periodic orbit at a much lower

energy. We estimate the amount of “stretch energy” the quasibound state

contains at small R as E " 3.5!#[B] where #[B] is the harmonic frequency of

PO [B]. We then plot PO [D] at the corresponding “stretch energy” (about

16, 350 cm!1). The result, shown in black in Fig. 6.6(c), agrees well with the

structure of the quasibound state in that region of space.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list all the quasibound states with energies below
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21, 000 cm!1 and lifetimes longer than 10!12 seconds. These states follow the

general pattern of long-lived quasibound states being supported by periodic

orbits with most of their motion along the coordinate ! and medium-lived

quasibound states having chaotic nodal patterns and no strong association

with any classical periodic orbits.

Table 6.1: Even quasibound states with lifetimes longer than 10!12 seconds.
Energy (cm!1) Lifetime (s) Energy (cm!1) Lifetime (s)

20314.77 2.92 $ 10!11 20535.89 2.36 $ 10!11

20320.82 1.65 $ 10!10 20608.48 3.65 $ 10!11

20343.30 6.71 $ 10!11 20676.13 3.70 $ 10!09

20354.40 1.17 $ 10!09 20701.28 1.92 $ 10!11

20372.48 1.67 $ 10!11 20720.49 5.82 $ 10!11

20395.59 4.02 $ 10!11 20746.58 2.36 $ 10!11

20427.15 1.99 $ 10!10 20763.52 1.14 $ 10!11

20450.36 3.08 $ 10!11 20812.84 9.99 $ 10!11

20480.96 3.23 $ 10!11 20927.90 3.23 $ 10!11

20515.10 3.88 $ 10!09

6.3 Wigner-Smith Delay Time

Using the e"ective Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.6) the Wigner-Smith delay

time can be written as

'WS = "i!
9

M!

m=1

H(1)
m (kmRmax)

H(2)
m (kmRmax)

d

dE

C
H(2)

m (kmRmax)

H(1)
m (kmRmax)

D

"
N!

n=1

2i'n/2

(E " En,0)2 + ('n/2)2

:

. (6.10)
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Table 6.2: Odd quasibound states with lifetimes longer than 10!12 seconds.
Energy (cm!1) Lifetime (s) Energy (cm!1) Lifetime (s)

20333.10 4.15 $ 10!08 20714.30 1.84 $ 10!11

20343.17 3.13 $ 10!08 20718.99 2.69 $ 10!10

20362.85 6.46 $ 10!11 20782.74 7.91 $ 10!09

20374.94 1.69 $ 10!07 20777.02 1.26 $ 10!11

20407.76 8.60 $ 10!11 20799.54 1.03 $ 10!11

20433.47 3.98 $ 10!11 20808.38 5.08 $ 10!11

20453.26 8.45 $ 10!11 20859.48 1.02 $ 10!11

20484.39 1.56 $ 10!11 20921.74 1.59 $ 10!11

20559.56 2.14 $ 10!09 20975.81 2.88 $ 10!11

20602.28 2.63 $ 10!11

Figure 6.7(a) shows the Wigner-Smith delay time for an energy range con-

taining four peaks of various heights and widths. The broad peaks represent

short-lived quasibound states while the very thin peak near E1 = 20, 560 cm!1

represents a long-lived quasibound state. Figure 6.7(b) shows an enlargement

of the long-lived peak. The peak occurs at the same energy as predicted by

the real part of the eigenvalue of the e"ective Hamiltonian. The peak has

a maximum of $T = 8.55 $ 10!9 seconds and a full-width at half-maximum

of $E = 0.0024 cm!1. The delay time can be related to the lifetime of the

quasibound state through $T = 4' and $E = !/' [7].
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Figure 6.3: Scattering energy eigenstates, |#E(R, !)|2, and their Husimi dis-
tributions at energies E = E0 corresponding to long-lived quasibound states.
(a),(b) E = 20, 374.94 cm!1, ' = 1.69 $ 10!7 s. (c), (d) E = 20, 333.10 cm!1,
' = 4.15 $ 10!8 s. Black dots represent classical periodic orbits.
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Figure 6.4: Scattering energy eigenstates, |#E(R, !)|2, and their Husimi dis-
tributions at energies E = E0 corresponding to long-lived quasibound states.
(a),(b) E = 20, 343.17 cm!1, ' = 3.13 $ 10!8 s. (c),(d) E = 20, 782.74 cm!1,
' = 7.91 $ 10!9 s. Black dots represent classical periodic orbits.
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Figure 6.5: Scattering energy eigenstates, |#E(R, !)|2, and their Husimi distri-
butions at energies E = E0 corresponding to medium-lived quasibound states.
(a),(b) E = 20, 559.56 cm!1, ' = 2.14 $ 10!9 s. (c), (d) E = 20, 433.47 cm!1,
' = 3.98 $ 10!11 s. Black dots represent classical periodic orbits.
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Figure 6.6: Scattering energy eigenstates, |#E(R, !)|2, and their Husimi dis-
tributions at energies E = E0 corresponding to short-lived quasibound states.
(a),(b) E = 20, 510.81 cm!1, ' = 5.88 $ 10!12 s. (c),(d) E = 20, 682.37 cm!1,
' = 1.33 $ 10!12 s. Black dots represent classical periodic orbits. The black
curve in subfigure (c) represents PO [D] at an energy of 16, 350 cm!1.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

We have carried out a comprehensive study of the classical vibrational

dynamics and quantum vibrational energy eigenstates of the molecule HOCl

from the potential energy minimum to energies above the HO+Cl dissocia-

tion energy. We provide a detailed examination of a very rich system from a

classical nonlinear dynamics perspective and illustrate several correspondences

between structures in the classical phase space and the structures of quantum

eigenstates.

Multiple saddle-center and period-doubling bifurcations are present

in the classical dynamics below dissociation. The saddle-center bifurcations

are associated with 2:1 and 3:1 nonlinear resonances between “bending” and

“stretching” motions in various periodic orbits. The period doubling bifurca-

tions are associated with an increased amount of chaos in the classical phase

space. Many of the bifurcations we find agree with bifurcations identified by

Joyeux et. al using a di"erent potential energy function for HOCl [23]. We

do identify one saddle-center bifurcation, giving rise to periodic orbit [DDb]

which is not discussed in [23]. We find [DDb] to play a significant role in the

structure of the quantum eigenstates. We also provide the first discussion of
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the touch-and-go bifurcation in HOCl. While this bifurcation has no influ-

ence on the quantum system, touch-and-go bifurcations are less common than

saddle-center and period doubling bifurcations. The tough-and-go bifurcation

is thus interesting in its own right from a nonlinear dynamics perspective.

For energies above the HO+Cl dissociation energy we provide the first

analysis of the classical scattering dynamics of Cl scattering o" the HO dimer.

We construct the first three segments of the homoclinc tangle formed by the

stable and unstable manifolds of the parabolic periodic orbit at R = !. We

identify the self-similar nature of the homoclinic tangle and show how its fractal

structure can be studied using the “step number” scattering function. We also

identify [B0], the only stable periodic orbit that exists above dissociation.

A discrete variable representation is utilized to e!ciently construct the

quantum Hamiltonian matrix for HOCl. Using the Hamiltonian matrix we

are able to construct all energy eigenstates with energies below the HO+Cl

dissociation energy. We illustrate how the classical bifurcations and the peri-

odic orbits they give rise to influence the quantum eigenstates. We find energy

eigenstates resembling nearly every classical periodic orbit we study, including

the [DDb] periodic orbit that was previously unidentified.

Wigner and Eisenbud’s reaction matrix theory is developed in a gen-

eral notation applicable to two- and three-dimensional cylindrical and spher-

ical coordinates. Using R-matrix theory we construct an expression for the

scattering matrix in terms of a non-hermitian e"ective Hamiltonian whose

eigenvalues give the quasibound state energies of the system. We also show
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how the Wigner-Smith delay time can be obtained from the eigenvalues of the

e"ective Hamiltonian. These results are confirmed by comparing the analytic

and R-matrix solutions for an exactly solvable problem [4].

Using a discrete variable representation together with R-matrix theory

we are able to construct the quasibound states of the system with energies

up to 21,000 cm!1. By plotting the quasibound states in configuration space

and examining their Husimi distributions we show that long-lived quasibound

states are supported by unstable periodic orbits that have most of their motion

parallel to the ! axis in configuration space. Medium-lived quasibound states

are shown to posses chaotic nodal patterns and are not associated with any

classical periodic orbits. The shortest-lived quasibound states have slightly

more orderly nodal patterns and show some similarity to classical periodic

orbits that have most of their motion parallel to the R axis in configuration

space. These results suggest that the large variation in quasibound state life-

times is due to the large number and variety of structures in the classical phase

space that are capable of supporting quasibound states.

This work o"ers two significant conclusions for those studying nonlin-

ear dynamics and chemical physics. First, the potential energy functions often

employed by nonlinear dynamicists studying chaotic scattering in molecular

systems are, at least for the case of HOCl, overly simplistic. The structure

of the homoclinic tangle we find for HOCl is qualitatively di"erent than the

homoclinic tangles one finds using coupled Morse and/or harmonic potentials

for the potential energy function [25], [34]. Second, the use of classical non-
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linear dynamics to help interpret the quantum structure of a molecule should

not end at the dissociation energy. Classical periodic orbits continue to have a

very clear influence on the long-lived quasibound states that exist at energies

above dissociation.
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Appendix A

Locating and Identifying Periodic Orbits

Periodic orbits (POs) are located using a shooting method. Starting

at a point in phase space, x(0) = {R(0), !(0), pR(0), p"(0)} % s, this point

is integrated forward in time through a period T to find x(T ; s). If B(s) %

x(T ; s)" s = 0 then s is a point on a PO. If B(s) &= 0 then a Newton-Raphson

method is used to find a new value of s to bring B(s) closer to zero [12].

Suppose sk = s# "$s where s# is a point on a periodic orbit. We can expand

B(sk) to first order in $s to obtain

B(sk) +
%
1 " *x

*sk

&
$sk (A.1)

where 1 is a 4 $ 4 identity matrix. The new initial condition is then sk+1 =

sk + $sk where $sk =
-
1 " !x

!sk

0!1
· B(sk). This process is continued until

B(sk) is su!ciently small that sk may be considered to be a point on a PO

with period T (usually B(sk) # 10!6). If the initial point s1 lies within a

stable island surrounding a PO this algorithm generally converges on the PO

within a few iterations.

The stability of periodic orbits is determined by the behavior of nearby

trajectories. For a general trajectory x(t) we can write Hamilton’s equations
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of motion as

ẋ(t) = J
*H

*x
(A.2)

where

J =

"
0 1
"1 0

#
(A.3)

and 0 and 1 are 2$ 2 zero and identity matrices, respectively. If s#(t) is a PO

and x(t) is a nearby trajectory with initial condition x(0) = s = s# "$s then

by expanding Eq. (A.2) up to first order in $s we obtain

ṡ#(t) " ẋ(t) = $ṡ(t) = J
*2H

*x2
$s(t). (A.4)

The general solution of Eq. (A.4) is $s(t) = Z(t)$s(0) where Z(t) = !x(t)
!s

[12]. One can easily check that these expressions for $s(t) and Z(t) agree with

Eq. (A.4),

$ṡ(t) = Ż(t)$s(0) =
*

*t

"
*x(t)

*s

#
$s(0)

=
*

*s
(ẋ(t))$s(0)

=
*

*s

"
J
*H

*x

#
$s(0)

= J
*2H

*x2

*x(t)

*s
$s(0)

= J
*2H

*x2
$s(t). (A.5)

The matrix Z(t) tells us how quickly the trajectory x(t) is diverging

from the nearby PO s#(t). The stability of s#(t) is determined by evaluating

Z(t) after one period of s#(t). In this case Z(T ) is referred to as the Monodromy
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matrix. If all of the complex the eigenvalues of Z(T ) have magnitudes equal

to one then |$s(T )| = |$s(0)| and s#(t) is stable. If any of the complex eigen-

values of Z(T ) have a magnitude greater than one then |$s(T )| &= |$s(0)| and

s#(t) is unstable. Additional information about bifurcations can be obtained

from the trace of Z(T ) [10],[29].
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Appendix B

Bound Eigenstates with Even Parity

We list here the energies of all 365 bound eigenstates with even parity

in !. For eigenstates that have all of their nodes aligned along a single periodic

orbit we also list the corresponding periodic orbit (PO). The number of times

each periodic orbit appears in the following table is an indication of the extent

to which each periodic orbit influences the quantum eigenstates.

Table B.1: Bound eigenstates with even parity

n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO
1 988.34 18 5541.02
2 1709.95 [R] 19 5694.49
3 2223.83 [B] 20 5838.83 [R]
4 2422.42 [R] 21 5899.25 [B]
5 2937.22 22 6064.86
6 3125.48 [R] 23 6216.58
7 3453.12 [B] 24 6358.34
8 3641.28 25 6491.25 [R]
9 3818.89 [R] 26 6590.32

10 4159.02 27 6742.18
11 4335.69 28 6881.51
12 4502.42 [R] 29 7011.51
13 4678.21 [B] 30 7115.49 [B]
14 4855.07 31 7132.85 [R]
15 5020.18 32 7270.09
16 5175.81 [R] 33 7408.51
17 5376.80 34 7535.55
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO
35 7653.73 70 10634.40
36 7763.40 [R] 71 10694.18
37 7798.58 72 10723.04 [B]
38 7938.38 73 10746.69 [R]
39 8063.64 74 10844.18
40 8178.46 75 10943.56
41 8284.80 76 11026.43
42 8325.79 [B] 77 11098.23
43 8382.72 [R] 78 11161.94
44 8469.53 79 11218.39
45 8594.95 80 11267.78
46 8707.30 81 11311.38 [R]
47 8810.01 82 11376.62
48 8904.50 83 11480.03
49 8990.67 [R] 84 11562.75
50 9000.19 85 11631.25
51 9128.13 86 11690.78
52 9239.56 87 11743.44
53 9339.26 88 11789.75
54 9429.99 89 11830.93
55 9512.68 90 11869.19 [R]
56 9528.82 [B] 91 11906.56 [B]
57 9587.18 [R] 92 12041.90
58 9661.54 93 12099.69
59 9774.11 94 12165.41
60 9871.92 95 12219.92
61 9959.25 96 12267.73
62 10038.18 97 12310.07
63 10109.23 98 12348.61
64 10172.37 [R] 99 12386.25
65 10193.53 100 12424.62 [R]
66 10309.51 101 12546.77
67 10407.07 102 12636.01
68 10491.66 103 12700.23
69 10566.95 104 12748.43
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

105 12789.63 140 14445.24
106 12826.56 141 14490.89
107 12861.81 142 14543.00
108 12898.67 143 14602.66
109 12938.40 144 14671.44 [R]
110 12981.87 [R] 145 14756.55 [D]
111 13076.75 [B] 146 14800.42
112 13169.98 147 14828.40
113 13235.28 148 14841.64
114 13274.95 149 14873.13
115 13306.80 150 14901.54
116 13337.09 151 14938.98
117 13369.34 152 14983.19
118 13405.60 153 15034.27
119 13446.03 154 15092.94
120 13491.19 155 15160.27
121 13542.48 [R] 156 15203.40 [D]
122 13699.89 157 15237.89 [R]
123 13769.73 158 15262.00
124 13794.97 [D] 159 15317.65
125 13815.77 160 15356.08 [B]
126 13840.99 161 15369.24
127 13871.73 162 15404.38
128 13907.45 163 15430.84
129 13948.01 164 15472.11
130 13993.88 165 15520.63
131 14046.02 166 15577.32
132 14106.00 [R] 167 15632.62 [D]
133 14229.46 [B] 168 15642.73
134 14289.64 [D] 169 15704.88
135 14302.25 170 15717.89
136 14317.93 171 15773.53
137 14343.18 172 15804.52 [R]
138 14371.13 173 15840.20
139 14405.38 174 15900.58
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

175 15922.41 [2B] 210 17136.25
176 15957.82 211 17177.14 [D]
177 16003.13 212 17189.74
178 16044.71 [D] 213 17241.69
179 16056.11 214 17278.90
180 16118.78 215 17297.33
181 16129.91 216 17344.92
182 16191.25 217 17380.62
183 16210.95 218 17405.31 [4B]
184 16274.58 219 17413.21
185 16291.01 220 17440.71
186 16368.43 221 17498.30 [R]
187 16370.60 [R] 222 17512.11
188 16430.11 223 17518.84 [D]
189 16439.67 [D] 224 17530.25
190 16442.04 225 17561.98
191 16489.23 226 17630.55
192 16530.57 227 17648.46
193 16537.18 228 17649.56
194 16587.98 229 17714.12
195 16630.24 230 17766.95
196 16656.97 231 17775.81
197 16723.02 232 17813.05
198 16737.19 233 17841.92 [D]
199 16814.85 234 17875.03 [4B]
200 16817.27 [D] 235 17881.81
201 16829.36 236 17904.31
202 16901.97 237 17927.69
203 16926.46 238 17977.67
204 16935.43 [R] 239 17981.43
205 16945.29 [4B] 240 18035.55
206 16982.50 241 18042.79
207 17031.15 242 18058.43 [R]
208 17045.80 243 18117.95
209 17112.02 244 18122.20
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

245 18145.85 [D] 280 19018.65
246 18168.08 281 19061.12
247 18223.01 282 19065.86
248 18257.45 283 19092.97
249 18293.31 284 19098.99
250 18298.11 285 19163.76 [D]
251 18334.91 286 19164.45 [R]
252 18362.19 [4B] 287 19180.42
253 18400.93 288 19207.26
254 18417.26 289 19221.32
255 18429.99 [D] 290 19235.84
256 18439.12 291 19264.18
257 18468.11 292 19322.95
258 18474.32 [4B] 293 19332.80
259 18540.08 294 19354.77
260 18547.26 295 19358.05
261 18583.29 296 19369.64 [D]
262 18589.43 297 19383.98
263 18612.93 [R] 298 19410.53
264 18631.72 299 19437.69
265 18693.25 300 19451.31 [4B]
266 18694.46 [D] 301 19490.96
267 18730.03 302 19491.60
268 18737.29 303 19520.55
269 18744.25 304 19524.65
270 18831.84 305 19534.79
271 18847.66 306 19556.83 [D]
272 18852.56 307 19583.44
273 18870.92 [4B] 308 19597.26
274 18897.01 309 19617.56
275 18903.29 310 19666.86
276 18938.91 [D] 311 19682.72
277 18950.17 312 19694.59
278 18978.28 313 19702.11 [DDb]
279 19012.96 314 19716.93
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

315 19719.97 [D] 347 20154.97 [D]
316 19721.56 348 20160.82
317 19731.97 [D] 349 20162.55
318 19755.28 350 20166.25
319 19800.65 351 20191.94
320 19808.36 [D] 352 20197.87
321 19836.60 353 20220.01 [D]
322 19840.25 354 20231.54 [D]
323 19849.27 355 20234.41
324 19855.40 356 20237.17
325 19863.19 357 20243.75
326 19877.69 [D] 358 20259.59
327 19893.40 [DDb] 359 20267.92
328 19905.30 360 20277.04 [D]
329 19920.44 [D] 361 20283.71
330 19933.33 362 20293.27
331 19976.64 363 20298.13
332 19982.40 [DD] 364 20309.22
333 19994.64 365 20312.23
334 20003.47
335 20004.32 [D]
336 20010.20 [4B]
337 20013.38
338 20041.19
339 20046.34
340 20078.06 [D]
341 20082.32
342 20097.45
343 20102.39
344 20109.92
345 20119.97
346 20131.85
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Appendix C

Bound Eigenstates with Odd Parity

We list here the energies of all 357 bound eigenstates with odd parity

in !. For eigenstates that have all of their nodes aligned along a single periodic

orbit we also list the corresponding periodic orbit (PO). The number of times

each periodic orbit appears in the following table is an indication of the extent

to which each periodic orbit influences the quantum eigenstates.

Table C.1: Bound eigenstates with odd parity

n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO
1 988.34 18 5541.02
2 1709.95 [R] 19 5694.49
3 2223.83 [B] 20 5838.83 [R]
4 2422.42 [R] 21 5899.25 [B]
5 2937.22 22 6064.86
6 3125.48 [R] 23 6216.58
7 3453.12 [B] 24 6358.34
8 3641.28 25 6491.25 [R]
9 3818.89 [R] 26 6590.32

10 4159.02 27 6742.18
11 4335.69 28 6881.51
12 4502.42 [R] 29 7011.51
13 4678.21 [B] 30 7115.49 [B]
14 4855.07 31 7132.85 [R]
15 5020.18 32 7270.09
16 5175.81 [R] 33 7408.51
17 5376.80 34 7535.55
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO
35 7653.73 70 10634.40
36 7763.40 [R] 71 10694.18
37 7798.58 72 10723.04 [B]
38 7938.38 73 10746.69 [R]
39 8063.64 74 10844.18
40 8178.46 75 10943.56
41 8284.80 76 11026.43
42 8325.79 [B] 77 11098.23
43 8382.72 [R] 78 11161.94
44 8469.53 79 11218.39
45 8594.95 80 11267.78
46 8707.30 81 11311.38 [R]
47 8810.01 82 11376.62
48 8904.50 83 11480.03
49 8990.67 [R] 84 11562.75
50 9000.19 85 11631.25
51 9128.13 86 11690.78
52 9239.56 87 11743.44
53 9339.26 88 11789.75
54 9429.99 89 11830.93
55 9512.68 90 11869.19 [R]
56 9528.82 [B] 91 11906.56 [B]
57 9587.18 [R] 92 12041.90
58 9661.54 93 12099.69
59 9774.11 94 12165.41
60 9871.92 95 12219.92
61 9959.25 96 12267.73
62 10038.18 97 12310.07
63 10109.23 98 12348.61
64 10172.37 [R] 99 12386.25
65 10193.53 100 12424.62 [R]
66 10309.51 101 12546.78
67 10407.07 102 12636.01
68 10491.66 103 12700.23
69 10566.95 104 12748.43
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

105 12789.63 140 14445.24
106 12826.56 141 14490.89
107 12861.81 142 14543.01
108 12898.67 143 14602.66
109 12938.40 144 14671.44 [R]
110 12981.87 [R] 145 14756.55 [D]
111 13076.77 [B] 146 14800.42
112 13169.99 147 14829.04
113 13235.28 148 14841.67
114 13274.95 149 14873.18
115 13306.80 150 14901.59
116 13337.09 151 14939.01
117 13369.34 152 14983.21
118 13405.60 153 15034.28
119 13446.03 154 15092.94
120 13491.19 155 15160.27
121 13542.48 [R] 156 15203.40 [D]
122 13699.95 157 15237.89 [R]
123 13769.74 158 15262.00
124 13794.97 [D] 159 15317.65
125 13815.77 160 15358.09 [B]
126 13840.99 161 15369.27
127 13871.73 162 15404.60
128 13907.45 163 15431.17
129 13948.01 164 15472.32
130 13993.88 165 15520.75
131 14046.02 166 15577.37
132 14106.00 [R] 167 15632.62 [D]
133 14229.46 [B] 168 15642.75
134 14289.64 [D] 169 15704.88
135 14302.31 170 15717.90
136 14317.94 171 15773.53
137 14343.19 172 15804.52 [R]
138 14371.14 173 15840.21
139 14405.39 174 15900.82
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

175 15927.77 210 17136.25
176 15959.24 211 17177.14 [D]
177 16003.96 212 17192.89
178 16044.71 [D] 213 17241.69
179 16056.55 214 17280.39
180 16118.99 215 17297.33
181 16129.91 216 17344.95
182 16191.34 217 17381.53
183 16210.95 218 17413.21
184 16274.61 219 17439.81
185 16291.01 220 17498.38 [R]
186 16368.44 221 17504.74
187 16370.60 [R] 222 17518.84 [D]
188 16436.06 223 17530.25
189 16439.67 [D] 224 17537.15
190 16455.19 225 17582.62
191 16491.61 226 17644.50
192 16533.24 227 17648.47
193 16537.18 228 17649.56
194 16589.93 229 17723.86
195 16630.24 230 17766.96
196 16658.02 231 17775.81
197 16723.02 232 17818.83
198 16737.61 233 17841.92 [D]
199 16814.85 234 17880.29
200 16817.27 [D] 235 17904.31
201 16829.48 236 17929.78
202 16902.14 237 17978.05
203 16926.46 238 17981.43
204 16935.45 [R] 239 18035.54
205 16972.65 240 18040.14
206 17004.98 241 18058.65 [R]
207 17031.15 242 18095.23
208 17056.09 243 18117.95
209 17118.23 244 18145.85 [D]
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

245 18163.16 280 19061.22
246 18168.09 281 19066.09
247 18248.48 282 19098.99
248 18257.45 283 19135.02
249 18293.31 284 19163.76 [D]
250 18298.20 285 19167.87 [R]
251 18351.67 286 19180.43
252 18400.93 287 19205.10
253 18418.55 288 19220.90
254 18429.99 [D] 289 19235.82
255 18439.12 290 19264.20
256 18473.10 291 19288.92
257 18513.79 292 19322.97
258 18547.26 293 19354.79
259 18580.42 294 19367.44
260 18583.29 295 19369.65 [D]
261 18589.43 296 19401.48
262 18615.45 [R] 297 19410.37
263 18625.01 [B] 298 19437.75
264 18683.15 299 19491.09
265 18693.30 300 19491.19
266 18694.46 [D] 301 19524.84
267 18737.29 302 19534.79
268 18744.25 303 19541.69
269 18770.52 304 19556.93 [D]
270 18833.17 305 19583.48
271 18852.26 306 19600.53
272 18879.45 307 19617.63
273 18897.01 308 19667.07
274 18903.29 309 19688.39
275 18938.91 [D] 310 19695.23
276 18955.84 311 19705.00 [D]
277 19010.88 312 19713.40 [R]
278 19012.96 313 19717.59
279 19051.00 314 19720.59
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
n Energy (cm!1) PO n Energy (cm!1) PO

315 19724.55 [D] 347 20214.12
316 19756.91 348 20226.39
317 19800.73 349 20238.82 [D]
318 19806.53 350 20251.25
319 19839.76 351 20260.55
320 19843.41 352 20266.66
321 19865.53 353 20269.03
322 19871.84 354 20272.66
323 19891.28 355 20290.78
324 19898.88 [DDb] 356 20297.41 [D]
325 19911.72 [D] 357 20300.49
326 19918.83
327 19923.75
328 19971.80 [D]
329 19982.17 [DD]
330 19999.59
331 20008.02 [D]
332 20024.45
333 20029.95
334 20047.15 [D]
335 20060.97
336 20064.94
337 20098.32
338 20102.79
339 20115.31 [DDb]
340 20122.91
341 20133.32 [D]
342 20152.41
343 20158.62
344 20171.41 [D]
345 20179.85
346 20207.76
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